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Financial aid: confusion and long lines

Problems piling up for more than 5,000 HSU students receiving aid

OK.”
Damien Hibbit
Psychology/sociology junior

to do and | cannot put it off
any longer. I've been waiting for 35 to 40 minutes.”
There were 10 people
in front of her waiting to
see a financial-aid clerk.

working as fast it can.”
Scheaffer said his office has hired people but
there is no one to train them

minutes to get her problem
solved when she arrived at
the counter.

“Also, in the past we
would
not
tell
students
loans.
unsubsidized
about

~ work for us. We've made a
commitment

to

fully

fund-

ing students. That means
informing them about the
of additional
availability
money.”
He said HSU in the past

has not had to enforce a
federal regulation that requires first-time freshmen to

wait 30 days before receiving any loan — they should
receive their grants.
“That law is not intendScheaffer
ed for HSU,”
said. “Students here usually don’t default on their
loans and we don't have a
high drop-out rate.”

“
has

Scheaffer said HSU
offered aid to 5,122

students,

which

is around

Karen Schaal, right, helps Mark Koontz figure out the
problems with the financial aid process.
of students,

so

had

deal with computer
while getting loans.

Photo by Michae! Schhaizer

70 percent

students

The

to

HSU

“| thought | had my fi-

| didn’t even want to go to
college anyway.”
Duley said that in the
future he would like to see
a safeguard — like a private
lender
on
campus

aid

set

in the

be-

ginning
Hibbitt,

of June,” Damien
psychology/sociol-

AS

is working

“About 25 percent

like

of our staff left
us — some
job changes,
retirements and

have .been told they

He said the approximate wait is about 10 to 20
minutes per student in line.

his payment had not been
recorded by the computer.
They dropped his classes
and it delayed the payment

had a unit cap and “they
haven't even taken a single
college class.” He said for

of his financial aid.

Tomorrah Nezezon — walk
up to the Financial Aid Of-

cuts. We have a

lion in financial aid this semester.

‘

Dusty Duléy, AS Natural
Resources

and

representative,

Sciences
said

some

freshman —'-who've been
dropped from their classes —

the most part it has been a

computer error.

“That is a life altering circumstance,” Duley
said. “There are some stu-

dents who could have been
iffy about going to college

and now they-say, ‘screw it

— against
these.

Some

situations

students — like

fice and walk away and decide to come another day
as soon as they see the

line.
“| have

been

putting

it

off for two weeks,”

Neze-

zon, oceanography

senior,

said.

“it is usually

a strug-

gle in the beginning of the
fall semester to get financial aid,” Hibbitt said. “You
have to take the crap from
the system until you qualify,

then it is OK."
Some students are experiencing other snags on

«
Pee

great staff and it is
working as fast it
can.”
Donald Sheaffer
Financial
Aid Director

“I've had other stuff

we
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the library.
:

it said it went through.”
He came back two
weeks ago and found out

distributed ardund $49 mil-

on”

student on reserve at

ogy, junior, said. “! had taken out a short-term loan. |
paid it over the phone and

far this semester. HSU has

S 63 ie
BEBOP

said.

plans that would have every book assigned to an

errors

nancial

do,” she

Fe

are letting them know so
it is creating more paper

Other

can

“We've asked the financial
aid director to draft a letter
on how backed up financial
aid is.”

She said it took about five

at the moment.

They would have to ask
for them,” Scheaffer said.
“With tuition increasing, we

lot we

EE

cial-aid officials.
“There
are
several
things that have slowed
down the processing this
year,” Donald Scheaffer, Financial Aid director, said.
“First, the state budget being signed so late delayed
us. Then about 25 percent
of our staff left us — some
job changes,
retirements
and other budget cuts. We
have a great staff and it is

PPO

the crap from the
system until you
qualify, then it is

said finan-

.

usual

APP

ger than

"da.

aid
applications.
These
problems and new aid options have made lines lon-

“

the processing of financial-

pee

fall semester to
get financial aid.
You have to take

down

,

slowed

munication on my financial
aid,” Jontar Coleman, kinesiology senior, said. “It is
all situated now. Students
have to understand that
(financial-aid workers) are
working hard to get things
situated. They should have
patience.
They
are
doing their best so don't get
mad.”
AS President Gretchen
Kinney said students have
come to her office with stories of being dropped from
classes and teachers yelling at them for not having
their book, but they cannot buy them because they
have not received their financial aid.
“We've heard their problems but there is not a

-

have

©

Gs

POLAT

Computer errors, understaffing and new legis-

“There was a miscom-

2s

Eorror-in-CHIEF

lation

their way to receiving financial aid.

“It is usually a
struggle in the
beginning of the

.

By Luis Molina

ne

campus.

‘COUNSELING & PSYCHOLOGICAL
_ SERVICES

Unstructured discussions about a variety of issues

'-

Mondays, 3 - 4:30 p.m., Rms203

MEW_BERECTIONS - Support for students attending college later in life;

|

clone
necoventne prom pepnesston - You don't need to struggle with
depression.

|B)

j ;

| This group provides a supportive environment for those struggling

}

Tuesdays,9 - 10:30 am., Rm. 203

HIRALING PROM S©0/AL, ABVSE/ASGAAT- Support group for woman with 0
_ histery of sexual assault or abuse. Mondays, 3:30 - 5 p.m., Rm. 223

TE

ee

-

_@ither returning or first attending. Fridays, 10 - 11:30 a.m., Rm, 203

sans

Q

seene

|

aeons

| STRADETIONS 5 Sal esilinine ube tre tree commnetiion se
1” pacial backgrounds that are underrepresented at HSU.

- A group that focuses on learning to better manage anxiety.
different techniques to monitor and reduce anxiety by examining ways in
tee
oman renee mgetsoaterarteshtea nese

“Ex
co

Bikes an easy
target for theft

lt.

Tuesdays, 3:30 - 5 p.m., Rm. 203

BREAKING
RESTRICTIVE
PREE FROM
EATING -

PP

group is for individuals who take an over-controlied
This peychoeducational/support

approach to their eating. Do you obsess about your weight, the food
or restrictive

you eat, having control over your life? Come get support and learn new alternatives
for feeling good about yourself. Mondays, 10 - 11:30 a.m., Rm. 223

By Karen Wilkinson
’ LumBervack STAFF

cna
Sa

Just two. weeks into the
fall semester, there have
been 25 reported bicycle
thefts on campus, according

VE Son tae

Tuesdays, 2-- 3:30 p.m., Rm. 223

|

LET'S TALK ABOUT SIDMAUALETY) - 4 group for sredents whe identify 00

Avoiding

‘Theft

- of University Police.
A four-year student cyclist
has a 17.75 percent chance
of losing their bicycle, according to a 1994 study of
bicycle theft on college campuses.
By taking the possible un-

er

~ {Wie group wil focut on ways to create better

e will et
¢

ference.

to Officer Robert Schmeitzer

| | lesbien,
gay, bisexual, and tronagender and for those who are in the process of
thinking about (or questioning) their sexuality and would like a safe place to talk.
No sign up required. Come as often as you like.

overnight - can make the dif-

aay

“The ‘darker and further
out of the traffic pattern the
better (for the: thief)," Chatfield said.
—
Though locks are not: uhtouchable, they serve a pur-

reported thefts into account,
a four-year student bicyclist

“Every lock is defeatable,”
faces a 53 percent chance
Schmeltzer gaid. “it's just like
of losing their bike to theft, the Club on the car. That's
according to Integrated Cydefeatabie
too
cle Systems.
On‘a aaa ‘around -e .
“We've had bikes stolen; ob
serving. the

everywhere,”

Schmeltzer anes a

ee

bikes,
a bike

_- said. “We've had bikes sto-

' Jen right in4tont of here (Stu«

ainst

“gent Business Services) dur-

with

ing. the day.".
Protecting. : ‘your

only

the building,

a chain-link | lock

holding the wheels together.

‘bicycle
SThate.what this guy's
> teom:thett just takes common _ gounting
on: thiat no one is
*6ome'.dnd grab it,
4
e
a
volun:
an d try to expiain
wee’ Chadians
“=
expiai

°? teer trom the-Bioyole Learn=*eee
'
* way..across.ay

campus,”

Chatfield said. “A

12-year-

ng

Center, says that mak} is locked

old could come by, grab

ing sure your’
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continued from previous page

(this) bike, take it home, and cut that (lock).”
Along with a good lock, bicyclists can license their bike
with UPD for free. This makes chances of recovery more likely, Schmeltzer says.
o A hie of the bike can make it more susceptible. to
theft,
Schmeltzer says.

.
coveroge

—

“Within five minutes | could go and find a $1500 bike on
campus locked up wrong.”

Edge has more a ond E
~~ We newest,
better tec

deposit.

VERGREEN
\Z

it,” Tafoya said.

aaa,

7PWIi

RELESS

best chedee for wivelsed cemesmunications
‘your

All the library's bikes are donations, and if you are too low

3

or just out of money, Tafoya says “volunteer and fix up four

Open 10-6 Mon.-Fri 10-4 Sat. (In Arcata)
8BOO-775-7476
Toll-Free

bikes, and we'll let you check out one of our bike, if you're
mechanically inclined.”

¥ 442-6000

2006 4th Street WV Eureka

|

661 G Street

TOP OF THE HILL
G STREET °
ARCATA
Orpen 744-1]
DAILY
Visit US AT
www.wildberries.cdm
cee

VW Arcata

¥

@ 236-0888

YH

~~

ma

E

when it is
You can keep the bike up to six months,
has any
bike
the
returned, you get your $20 back. Also, if
problems in that six-month period, just take it in and “we fix

oe

Southern
Tae

‘.

a

:

Oy

wireLess-

:

EEE

s

S

in order to check a bike out, first you must pay a $20 re-

fundable

©

:.

PE

library lending system is run entirely by volunteers.

:

Pe

oO

<

DEALER

eee

AUTHORIZED

|
drive),” Schmeltzer said.
Sam Tafoya, a volunteer at the Arcata Library Bikes Lending Station, is an advocate of alternative transportation. The

PEPE

“For a green campus, it's surprising (how many people

OE

Within the drug trade, stolen bikes are so common they
can almost be used as currency. On the streets, the value
of a stolen bicycle is approximately five to 10 percent of the
bicycle’s original retail value, according to www.nationalbi
keregistry.com.
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Meet Your Credit Union

_. CSFECU Belongs to You!
Membership Makes All the Difference

By Kim Thorpe

LumBeRJAcK STAFF

Despite overflowing classrooms

and

three-hour-long

lines at the Financial Aid Of-

fice, HSU fell short of tentative estimates for the fall semester.
Scott Haag, HSU's director

“Want a low rate on a car loan?
| How about FREE checking?!

of admissions, said the discrepancy between estimated
and actual enrollment rested
partly on transfer students.
“We had more freshmen
than anticipated, but fewer
transfers,” he said.
Earlier this year, CSU chancellor Charles Reed sent notices to all 23 CSU campuses
cautioning against overcrowding and straining the heavily
depleted budget.

AVisa Check Card,
too, huh?!

Join us, we have it all - PLUS top-notch personal service!!

321 Wabash Avenue
Eureka, CA 95501 |

443-8662

Hh. Prondly Serving Our Community for Over 50 Years!

According

to

www.calstate.edu, which provides news and information
for CSU leaders, the system
has exceeded it s new target
of 335,000 full-time equivalent
students, even without count-

Photo
by I
The Student Business Services building will be
welcoming hundreds of new students next semester
urged prospective students
to apply within the next 60
days and said that the school
could not guarantee acceptance even if CSU admission

ing any new. students who
requirements were met.
plan to enroll in the spring. .
Don Schaeffer, director of
financial aid,

said the press

out of CSUs next spring but
that Northern California campuses

have

not experienced

the onslaught of new students
that those in Southern California are dealing with.
Despite the statewide overcrowding of CSU campuses
and. because fall enrollment

duction has reached $345.2 - release was. issued in part
million, roughly 13 percent of because of Reed's notice on
the $2.6 billion General Fund enroliment. management and
budget.
was not necessarily based on
was slightly less than anticiIn response, six universities
the number of students enrollpated, HSU faces a favorable
have closed their doors for ing at HSU.
situation among California's
spring enroliment while others
“[CSU campuses] have to public universities - it still has
have tightened their acceprestrict enrollment because © some room to grow.
tance requirements and hasit's costing too much,” he
While it is important not to
tened application deadlines.
said.
exceed the school's target of
Just last month, HSU issued
“We just don't have the
7,450 students for the 2003a press release announcing
money for all the things we
04 academic year, it is equalthat despite a squeeze in enneed,” Reed said.
ly vital to get as close to that
roliment, it was open for the
In August, Mercury News
number as possible in order
Spring semester. However, it

ee
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Nee
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Additionally, the total net re-

reported that as many as
30,000 students may be shut

NEED TO SELL
SOME GOODS?
PLACE A CLASSIFIEDAD
IN THE LUMBERJACK

CALL 826-3259
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UPD Clips
Compiled by
Matthew Mais

able to be located.

1:02 Derek Raymond

The

bike

was taken by UPD and later

Sunday,

ew

ee

Pee
SP

:

9:02p.m.
A
person.
sprained
broke an ankle. The person

was transported to Mad River

September 7

Hospital.

9

returned to its owner.

UPON

‘was issued a drunk in pub-

‘Saturday,
. September 6

11:15 p.m.
with a

large party.
12:33a.m.

4

There was afight between
two people near the Cup-

4

12:24 a.m.
UPD assisted APD

.

7:59 p.m.
Michael Haselip was arrested for drunk in public.

contactedby UPD.

There was a report of three
males involved in “drug activity.” None of the people were
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4:08 a.m. Craig Loveless

5:24a.m.
UPD assisted APD with a
“suicidal suspect.”

lg sph egnille en:
Ces
OP ee
RE Sp te

influence

or

stairwell.

a

tp

9:52 a.m.

in

arrested for driving under the

lic and arrested for violating
probation.

A bike was locked to a Ce-

APD

Ae

con-

UPD assisted
traffic stop.

ee

compiaint

was

2:33a.m.

eS
ae

a

pus. The drivers were
tacted and warned.

Hall

sent on his

way.

of an Arcata Garbage truck
driving recklessly on cam-

dar

and

.

6:53 a.m.
There was

regulations

ed for driving under the influence.

ie
oe te ? Y a

Friday,
September 5

arrest-

awe

registrant. UPD gave a field
interview, advised him of the

was

>

Manacinc Epitor

1:48a.m.
Timothy Lane

2S

A person was contacted
and determined to be a sex

we

12:22 a.m.
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to get maximum revenue.
“We try not to be off by
more than about two percent,” Haag said. “If we have
7,450 students, we don't get
the revenue for any students
who enroll after that - the central office in Long Beach gets
it. So we don't have any incentive to go over.”
This semester, 7,032 students enrolled, up approximately nine percent from last

year. After summer enrollment is calculated in, HSU
needs about 250 to 300 new
students in the spring. So far,
more

than

400

applications

have been received.
State legislature has told
the CSU system that it will
not receive funding for enroll-

ment growth next year, which
means

the target population

for HSU will remain at 7,450
next fail.
Although

the budget

cuts

led to a 30 percent fee increase

for all students,

part

of that money will be returned
through the State University Grant program. The grant
fund rose from $3,024,000 to

$5,486,400 as a result of the
tuition hike.
As a result, Schaeffer said

that nearly 3,000 students will

receive grants to pay their annual enrollment fees.

The I” 2 benefit for the HSU Mc. Bike Racing Club
Larabee Valley Classic MT. Bike Race

Wildlife. professor is
_HSU Scholar of the Year
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By Mike Peter

LuMBeRJACK STAFF

Pacific Paradise

you're supporting
_ the local music scene
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the . environ-

Ser-

Dr. Luke George

mental

he

Chair, wildlife department
and 2003

ences.

also

has

Scholar ofthe Year

been
ing

lookinto

ways

to

“is
ponder-

historic conditions.
of new technology
‘as miniature video

and

annual

20 graduate

vice,

eras

to

tal problems.
The

radio

Use
such
cam-

labeling

of ponderosa pine seeds
is rapidly advancing that

1991,

= A

scimem-

ber of HSU
faculty since

George has taught

ornithology,

conservation

biology, and wildlife conservation and administration. He earned his PhO
see Scholar,
page 11
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identifying

and using that
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@
Conserva-
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rently, he and his graduate student Becky PierceRall, are attempting to
identify the nest predators of Swanson's thrushes.
Pierce-Rall was awarded a Switzer fellowship
in 2002, for recognition
of her con-

oration
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or

are

ing in natural resource.
management
positions,
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said
wae

students

“

natu-

ral

George has been instrumental
in launching
the careers of more than
one promising scientist.
All of his former graduate

and

conserve

our

FRESH
research.

us re-

i

Humboldt County’s kindest{jguaaus
1087 H Street Arcata, CA

re-

view of the effects of habitat fragmentation on bird
populations in the western United States.
According to George,
increased knowledge of
how birds, mammals, insects,
and _ vegetation
interact will help forest
managers to develop improved
techniques
for
both harvesting of trees
and maintenance of viable life.
“My research focuses
on
understanding
connections, and using that

- es

A Humboldt Tra

been named HSUs 2003
Scholar of the Year.
George has been examining the effects of habitat
fragmentation on birds in
coastal redwood forest areas since 1994.
Results
of his research have been
published widely in prestigious journals, including
the most recent volume of
Studies in Avian Biology,
which George co-edited.
The volume contains the
first
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been

computer
the

weath-

er, sick, depressed, even
woozy? If so, the problem may have nothing to
do with classes starting
again, and is most likely a

virus of a worm.
In August alone, three
different computer viruses

hit

costing

HSU’'s

facilities,

$65,000-

in personnel
Bill Cannon,
Information

it continuously

re-

boots itself.

been feeling a little
+

a

it can take 30 seconds to |
two minutes to infect, and .

| Wilkinson
as

diac on,

$75,000

time, said
director of
Technology

_ Services.
Around
August
11, a
virus known as “Blaster”
began to infect computers through the Internet
connection.
' Cannon
said as soon

All the Blaster variants

took advantage

of a flaw

in

Windows

Microsoft's

.

software.
In an effort to preserve

all

student

and

ty computers,
tion Technology

faculInformaServices

personnel had to move
quickly. With a staff of
12-15
full-time
employ- .

ees, they worked
protecting

with
even

the

heavily,

computers

anti-virus software,
going into locked

faculty offices to prevent
“potentially disastrous effects.”
“If we wait until every-

one

has

summer

returned
vacation,

from
it may

virus, page 14
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IF YOU WANT TO VOTE OCT

a

lot

faster

THE LAST DAY TO REGISTER ISMMON. SEPT. 22ND!!
Look for the CFA table in the quad and get registered to VOTE!
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Campus

Clips

__ Compiled by Karen Wilkinson

Delta Phi Epsiion Rush
Sw

Delta Phi Epsilon is rushing this week.

a

Meany cl.
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Sept. 12- All Greek Bonfire at 8 p.m. . of

...me
at library
et

.
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free checking’s monthly fees and you're ready for

.

“alee

4

Tell your bank the jig is up. You're done with fake

thle

TRULY

PEPER

Governor Gray Davis announced the appointments of Eric
Guerra as a student member of the California State University
Trust
andees
Nhung Ngo as a student member of the Student
Aid Commission.
Guerra, 25, of Sacramento, is a student at CSU Sacramento, majoring in electrical engineering. The California State University is administered by a board designated as the Trustees
of the California State University. Members do not receive a
salary, and this position does not require Senate confirmation.
Ngo, 22, of San Ramon, is a student at UC Davis, majoring in managerial economics. The Student Aid Commission's
grant programs provide students with opportunities to continue their education beyond high school. The commission also
administers a loan repayment program for prospective K-12
teachers and a state work-study program.
Members do not receive a salary, and this position requires
Senate confirmation.

FREE CHECKING
Washington Mutual’s truly Free Checking account.
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Truly free, with no monthly fee no matter what

OKT
WT 7068 eLAERE

your balance, no direct deposit requirement and no
charge to talk to a teller. Reject fakery. Go
any Washii
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Mutu
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Financial
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Center or call
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1-800-788-7000
and switch to truly Free Checking today. _
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“SPORARE
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MEN & MEN
WOMEN

STORE
199

e

Govenor announces
CSU
student officer appointments

eS

To find out more, call Estela Ramirez at (209) 704-5512

Il shoulder harness

Price valid 9/9-9/16/03
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Sept. 14- Brunch at 11 a.m.

pe

Sept. 13- Arts and Crafts at noon...meet at library circle
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11- All Greek Treasure Find at 7 p.m.
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_ Sept. 10- Movie Night with PXY at 7 p.m. ...mateet
library
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Your Air

"

just
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Second-hand smoke doesn't

smell bad.

Second-hand smoke

By
Karen
‘LumBerJack STAFF

contains over 4,000

chemicals of which at least
40 are carcinogenic.

‘HSU is ranked the 12th

best nationwide by an inbedi ntueubilics

ps. Remember, for health
reasons smoki ing is

not permitted within a

15 foot perimeter
of all HSU buildings.

Thank you for
your cooperation.

évaluation

‘dependent

of

“40 Best College Towns,”

‘published in the Septem-

per issue ‘of Outside Magazine.

The magazine, a specialized monthly devoted to outdoor activities,
national ©
credits
HSUs
reputation
ic

excellence

mental

é:

for

academin

environ-

|

studies,

pioneer-

|

nootee

ing technology, and for
the unique advantages of
its Pacific-Northwest
cation.

The

university’s

lo<

re-

search
in environmental
sciences and alternative

energy are cited along
with the surfing and hiking
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-gptions in the area as rea-

““gons for HSUs attractiveness. Stephen Hillenburg,

.

creator. of Nickelodeon's
SpongeBob Squarepants,

Colony aan

as

is: mentioned

being

“for the next 15 minutes,
the school's most famous

_ graduate."

“What

Cut tne Coster|.

do

tion

was,

they

didn’t men«.

anything. about..the

Center Activities said.

They" didn't

mention

the

~* "rational parks, the forest
service

» Enjoy a room of your own

» Pay as little as $330 per
month including utilities
» Get free internet access &

use our computer lab
» Stay close to HSU, the
Plaza and on the bus line

areas,

rivers,

ev-

“...smart grads
with top-notch
academic
credentials,
a healthy
environmental
ethos, and an

A+ sense of
adventure.”

Outside Magazine
criteria for judging colleges
455 Union Street
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(Outside) didn’ t

~ Dave: Nakamura, director

os

Humboldt County's scenic forests were just one reason

bs

stuff that’s: around here,”

.i

Photo by Michinel Schneizer

an

ea

tan

: tae

erything.”
According to the article, a crew of able undergrad reporters canvassed
in
hundreds: of:
search of North America’s
best places to learn, live,
work and play.
The top 40 schools had

“It’s simplistically
accurate. But it
should have gotten
a better cultural

aspect. That's key.”
Dan Teater

to turn out “smart grads
with top-notch academic
credentials, a healthy environmental ethos, and an

A+ sense of adventure.”

ttt’s simplistically accu" fisheries major Dan
er said of the article.

But it should have gotten
@ better cultural
That's key.”

,

major

ranked 32, Stanford University is ranked 17, and
UC Santa Cruz beats out
everyone

in

the

nation,

coming in first place.

aspect.

"Besides HSU;-four other

California universities are
ranked in the “Top 40.”
California
Polytechnic
State University is ranked
37, UC
San
Diego
is

See next page for more on why
Outaide placed H8U on the Hlet of
top college towne
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conducts public education
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HSU is a leader in several areas:

Me

»
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“ee

LumBervack Starr

~

7

of its undergraduates

. ee.

demonstrations around the
country.
e
HSU
leads _ the
country in the proportion
who

go on to earn doctoral degrees
in science,
engineering, and mathematics,
according to National Science Foundation data.

©

Boasting

the

na-

tion's largest undergraduate - environmental

neering program,

College

of

engi-

is HSU's

Natural

Re-

sources and Sciences, NSF
data show.
The college is also home
to the nation's fourth largest

wildlife

program

and

fifth largest fisheries program, according to a report
cosponsored by the Society of American Foresters
and the National Association of State Universities
and Land Grant Colleges.
e
Another trio of HSU
engineering students netted top honors in an international competition among
146 entries. They came up
with a winning strategy for
screening
aviation
baggage.
e
HSU
undergraduates are encouraged to become involved in research
undertakings. Most recently, three students conducted intensive research on
energy efficiency in connection with the upgrade of
Fortuna’s wastewater-treat-

teranaten fon hewration fun 0 $90. tsoment change fe of $15 tutte

ment facilities.
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HSU leads
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Research, :
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tling even credit and ATM machines.
Cannon was at the San Francis-

be too late,” Karen Carlton, dean — co International Airport when he

“Of the College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences, said in
an e-mail to faculty.

Then

SoBig.F,

‘the
fastest
spreading
(computer) virus in hie- .

tory,”

as

it was

dubbed by CNN,
began
_contaminating computers
via e-mail attachments

on

co

noticed its economical effects.
“You've

trying

to

got

get junch

a etme

AME

“if we wait until
everyone has returned

from summer vacation,
it may be too late.”

August

18.
an_
infected.
attachment:
is
opened,
the
SoBig.F virus will search for email addresses stored in the

lf

computer and send itself to newly harvested addresses using a

“fake” sender address.
As a result, many recipients of

the virus mistakenly assume that
a trusted individual sent the infected e-mail to them.
“The thing about SoBig, that's
not so bad, is that people have to
open an attachment (to open the

virus),” Cannon said.
SoBig.F
appeared
down

world

commerce,

all these
it

people

with

cred-

cards,

cause
know,

‘be-

you
they're

traveling,”
Cannon
said,
“and i they've
got planes to
catch: That is
really,
really
damaging.”
The day before
classes
started
- on
August 24 - a}.

slow

disman-

virus,

timeliness
Humboldt

considering

its

with registration, the
Orientation Program

_ According to Technology Services’ websité, viruses are comge

programs that are designed

and classes about to resume.
Technology Services recom-

© spread
themselves from one
tile to another on a single com-

mends users
maintain
current
anti-virus software and set it to

software programs on your com-

automatically update the
definition file frequently.
“New

viruses came, out

month,

if

every

week,

virus : puter and render documents

“
every

Services webare

They are

“You've got all these
people trying to get

lunch with credit
cards, because you

know, they're traveling
and they've got planes
to catch. That is really,
really damaging.”

spread” when users
share documents,
such as sending
e-mail
attachments
infected
with a virus. or
copying a document to a disk
and inserting that
disk into another
user's computer.
A worm is designed
to copy
itself
from
one

new worm that exploits the same

two

points to keep
using
e-mail,
the
website
says.
The first is
to be cautious

er worm and its variants, accord-

about

ing to the Department

ing any attachments, even if it is

tensions

from someone

.jpg - making the file unusable.
It can also delete files, restart

land

Security.

of Home-

It creates

“Denial

of Services” conditions for some
Technology
pecially

Services

concerned

was

about

esthis
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in

important

in-

* accessible or unusable.

not

and old definitions will not
stop the new
viruses,” . according to the
Technology
site.
There

puter. A virus can interfere with

weaknesses as Blaster inched its
way onto campus.
Known as “nachi,” “welchia,”
or “msblast.d,” the worm searches for any computer that has not
been updated, including those
machines infected with the Blast-

organizations.

to

latest

mind

computer

when

Bill Cannon
Director, information Technology Services

ers across
work

you know.

Secondly, be sure you have
current anti-virus software running on your computer checking
incoming e-mail messages.

a net-

-

usually

worm

change
- for

oth-

via e-mail attachments.
A

open-

to

example,

file
.doc

can

exto

itself each time the computer is
rebooted and crash the user's

computer.

ni ity
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ROM AROUND HUMBOLDT

in nee
Local nonprofit assists thoseget back
on their

Arcata Endeavor offers a number of services to help people

feet

Diane Batley

Stare WRITER

After being in business for about 20 years, a local nonprofit organization continues to help many
people in need.

The Arcata Endeavor,

commonly

known

as a

multiple assistance center, is available to provide

a network of support for those struggling with these
types of unexpected circumstances.
The Endeavor primarily provides struggling
members of the community with a range of services starting with services for the very basic needs

in life.
Guests of the Endeavor can receive over 200 different types of services, including personal, financial and emotional support.
The Endeavor provides job training and employment referrals, substance abuse assistance, aid

for veterans, emergency telephone and travel aid,
housing and shelter referrals, housing and social

services help and paperwork assistance.
This past July, 4,314 services were provided to

individuals through the Endeavor. The organization
provided 44 laundry services, 3,118 lunches, 73
bus tickets, 12 lockers, 264 food boxes, 406 case
management services, 16 jobs, 184 showers and
197 mail services.
The organization runs on an annual budget of 5
about $200,000, primarily funded by a Federal
Emergency Shelter Grant.
However, donations and volunteers help to keep

the Endeavor running.
Most of the food for the Endeavor is donated
from the community.

in fact, community donations in the form of
household items, clothing, food, commercial food
and volunteer hours for the month of July totaled
$18,501.75.
The Endeavor currently has only four full-time
paid employees.
Lori O'Brion, 43, the Operations and Volunteer
Coordinator knows firsthand how the Endeavor can
help individuals overcome major obstacles.
mn 1998, circumstances in O'Brion's life left her
houseless.

and
Some of the dedicated Endeavor staff include (left to right) Lori O’Brion,
of Directors of the
Volunteer Coordinator, Paloma Orinco, Co-Founder and Head of the Board
the Executive Director.
Endeavor, David Kress, a warehouse support worker and Sandra Paris,

that she “was able to get her head back together.”
She said today she feels much better.
O'Brion feels that she in turn is making a difference to the people that she comes:in contact with

at the Endeavor.
“Some will always be houseless, but some do

look up to me and tell me that | am an inspiration to

them,” O’Brion said.

“It is hard for a woman to be on the street and
keep a level head.”
“The programs make you fee! useful and needed like you're somebody and not nothing,” O'Brion
i'm

and was
County in 1989
She came to Humboldt
and began
soon introduced to the Arcata Endeavor ss
=

taking

advantages

of

—E—

the services they of- “The Endeavor gives people a

g serie of Community.
her time
Weiurntesrin

there.

With help from the
O'Brion
Endeavor,

said.

| totally

feel

like

&€

oe a gewtne and I'm

Sandra Paris, Executive 2

Director of the Arcata En-

Sandra Paris deavor, said, “the EndeavExecutive Director of the Arcata Endeavor or gives people a sense of

was able to obtain
her drivers license, and she was offered a paid position as a river.
Even after finding housing, she continued workaing at the Endeavor, moving up to part-time Oper
and then to a full time position as an

Paris began doing community volunteer work six
years ago in Redding, which spurred her interest
in the deeper causes of houselessness and people
who get caught in credit issues.
we
Endsaver, continued on page 17
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The Arcata Police Department receives many reports of stolen items in the Arcata
community around the time that the HSU schoo! year begins.

“Crime increases as school begins
- Local police stay busy during this time of year
Tim White
Starr Writer

Espresso
° Coffee * Smoothies

DRIVE-THRU
gee

Open
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Featuring Thanksgiving Coffee Co.

aati

5

| * ofganic coffee & espresso

iit

| erste

Comers & Shales

“« Fresh Baked Goods Daily from
ee
Se
¢ Certified Organic &
Fair Trade Coffee Selections

4950 Valley West Boulevard » Arcata,CA
Located just off Highway 101, Gluntoll exit

With the beginning of the semester, the local police department is on high alert
as crime
rates increase
in Arcata.
As HSU students return from summer vacation, the Arcata Police Department
remains
busy writing up traffic tickets, filling out stolen
property reports and trying to contro! graffiti
and substance crimes.
APD Sergeant Dave Brown said he notices
a pattern in crime running parallel with HSU.
He said during the summer months when HSU
has a low enroliment, APD's service calis are
down, but when students begin to arrive for
the fall semester, an increase
in property and
traffic crimes occurs.
_ “HSU brings about 7,400 students to our
community,” Brown said. “The more people
there are in a space the more friction you will
have.”
According to the 2000 U.S. Census, Arcata

only
has 16,651 residents,
and 8,234 of them
are between 18 and 34 years old.
But Brown said that “students are not
the ones
crime to the town. Sadly
enaqugh they are in the victim pool.”

Brown wants to warn the students of HSU.
He said the most common reports are stoee
ee
ee
A person can make a lot of burglaries, and

they:-know students bring new items to schoo!

er Brent Chase was on foot patrol iri the Arcata

search
of the area.

Community Forest when he came upon an unoccupied campsite.

Dustin Nelson and 21-year-old Jock Spencer.

Chase noticed several items in the camp

amonegertnrepenn
samen eterna peer

peng

¢

ens
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2000tO
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Se plete

Chie-tieivected backup and UPD Officer
Rodney Dickerson responded.
Two suspects were contacted during the

sol or vale The burglars use these items to
or
For example, on September
19, APD Rang-

that matched the description of items stolen
ole
ern
vee
eee

9

Department
feels that ae students return
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The suspects were identified as 23-year-old
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Endeavor: building self-esteem
Continued
from pege 15

STADELimit

Paris and her partner ended up moving to Humboldt County, and she went back to school, received
a social work degree
and started
a new career.

Limi

ee

asta

“| see miracles every single day,” she said.

een

Paris said that she feels that she is making a difference.
“It is a bit of an emotional rollercoaster,”
Paris said.

“You get the stressed people, the angry people, people

BENEE

who've
really lost hope, then there will be a little window of
hope, a really exceptional moment and it's like the sun coming
out when you least expect it.”
“It's wonderful. It really does make adifference,”
she said.
“If nothing else they have a moment to laugh. They're comforted. People start to realize how beautiful they each are. | don't
think they get that from the rest of the community.”
“Building that sense of self-esteem and personal value is
the most important thing you can do,” she said.
The Arcata Endeavor is open Monday through Thursday
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Friday from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
They provide many services for walk-in guests including:
hot lunch at 11:30 a.m. daily, showers and laundry facilities
on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.,
along with mental health outreach on Tuesdays and Thursdays, from 10 a.m.
to 12 a.m., and food boxes on Tuesdays
and Thursdays at 1:30 p.m. They also have mail drop and delivery.
Individuals need to call or go sign up for these services at
9 a.m.

Wait;
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plese +.
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Crime: battling graffiti and drugs

Conanued
fom page 76

o8Ss8ssssss
38

8 of Crimes

They were arrested for possession of stolen property and
transported
to APD.
The majority
of the stolen property was recovered
at the
campsite. Additional stolen property
was located at a local
pawnshop,
as well.
The two types of crimes that are also escalating are graffiti
and substance crimes.
APD officials said they have noticed that many fiat surfaces
in the community are being tagged with graffiti.
Brown said the major issue with this is the cleanup is very
time consuming and also a major expense for the owner of that
property.
Also signs of “graffiti war” are becoming obvious. This
means that certain graffiti markings are being crossed out and
replaced
with new graffiti.

Open

Daily

On 7 1e

——
awe

Jha

ae '-O33

ple
for a place to live off campus.
Mase
a aad cavcoastty of pak oui

n the limited space of the
ae ‘on campus. This means the

some 6,000 students attending
rive off campus.
“Be
started, | was talking to
around 15 to 20 people per day about getting off-campus housing,” Housing and Dining
employee Tiffany Newton said.
Newton

said that it is not unusual to en-

counter people who are becoming frantic.
“| talk with lots of worried

parents,”

she

Newton said that at this point in the school
year she talks to about 30 students per week

who are looking for a place to live.
Newton, who is in charge of compiling a list
ot off-campus availabilities every Tuesday and
Friday, said that most places on the list don't
stay there for very long.
“The larger, more expensive homes stay on
the list longer than the smaller, cheaper apart-

ments, “Newton said.
“There is a house that has been on the list

for about a month,” she said.
Everything

else

on

the

list had

Jake Harris (left), Marilyn the dog (center),

Steve Aitemus (top) and Pat De! Rosario

(right) found their home in McKinleyville.

already

HSU sophomore Jake Harris said that he

and two of his friénds underwent an off-campus housing search for six months.
4

7

'

Harris and his friends, sophomores Steve

Altemus and Pat Del Rosario, are glad that
they began their search last April.
“We went through five houses,” Harris
said.
Housing, continued on page 20
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Committee to r@evaluate Arcata

Shelter to be

built in Eureka

budget

The Multiple Assistance
Center, a
project which has been in the works
for over a decade, looks like it is

In the wake of several shortfalls in
: the Arcata budget, the Arcata City
Council is seeking community members to sit on a newly-created General Fund Budget Task Force.
This task force will be made up of

sible for making recommendations

regarding the $160,000 not received
from the state for Vehicle License
Fees, and the predicted $500,000
loss due to the increase of fees and
state budget cuts.
This committee will also discuss
with the City Council the impact that
budget reductions will have on city
services.

A lightning storm last Wednesday sparked numerous wildfires
scattered
throughout
Humboidt
County, the 7imes-Standard reported on Sunday.
It is estimated that about 300
acres have been burned, but the
California Department of Forestry
said that they have control of about
80 percent of the smaller fires.
No structures have been dam-

cated at 139 Y Street, will also offer
a number of helpful services.

¢
The Times-Standard reported on
Friday that due to a lack of. funds,
many state campgrounds have
been forced to close early, includ-

ing several in Humboldt
County. —

It also said that some of the monThis means that after the typical wet winter in Humboidt
County,
array, which may make it difficultto
prepare the areas for the spring.

about 500 peopie
| are working to put out the fires and

Some of these areas include
campgrounds
at Patrick's Point and

they feel that they are making signif-

Community

Action Agency and otaer non-prof-

it organiza
have tion
been working
s
toward getting the center opened, a”

project which is predicted
to cost

$4 million
Construction is expected to begin as early as this November
and
be completed
next fall.

many of these sites will be left in dis-

aged, though they reported two mi-

nor
injuries.
-» At thig point,

along with Redwood

icant progress in keeping the biaz@8 in control.

LOCALLY

OWNED & OPERATED SINCE 1983

OUR MCKINLEYWEILLE STORE (S$ BACK OPEN!

WE HAVE THE LARGEST
SELECTION WITH THE LOWEST
PRICES IN HUMBOLDT COUNTY

NEW RELEASES
ALWAYS $2”

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL?
No, it’s Amnesty Figueiredo!

Throw off the shackles
of late fees!

Sept. 190" —

VISIT WWW.FIGSVIDEO.COM FOR MONTHLY NEW RELEASES
ALWAYS LOWEST PRICES & “LATE-FEE FRIENDLY”
1734 CENTRAL AVE, MCKINLEYVILLE » 839-2662
ci-Fi
| Action

Cult

wt

For example, they will be respon-

Fires buen Humboldt County

4”

the City Council on finding budget
solutions.

1242 G STREET , ARCATA * 822-1426
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ay Magee

eleven members who will work with

7

Harris, Altemus,

and Del Rosario said because so many

students are searching for a place to live, that it is important to

begin searching early.

They know of people

who began

searching for a place

to live late last May. They were unable to find a place large

ap

:

=

~ enough and ended up making separate arrangements several
_. weeks into the semester.
“You can fill out applications for lots of places and not get

;

- them,” said Harris.

for the landlord to do a background check, leaving the poten-

££

| tial tenant waiting
“Also, itis a lot harder to find something with three bedrooms
than it is something with just one bedroom,” Harris said.

;

na

ee

Del Rosario said that you often have to wait several weeks

The three said that they found there are a lot more one bedroom places out there.

Harris also said that many landlords feel uncomfortable
about renting to college students because they are concerned about the overall responsibility of the tenants.
Del Rosario and Altemus said during their search they were
often asked about their jobs, whether they take drugs and if
.

they attend parties.
“And about pets,” Del Rosario said.

“Most landlords don't allow pets,” said Harris, who brought
his dog Marilyn up to Arcata this year.
The

three

finally

found

a

three-bedroom

home

in

McKinleyville.
Altemus said that they found that the farther away they went
from the university the cheaper the home was to rent.
“We looked at some places in Arcata that were up to $2,000
(per month) that were

not nearly as nice as this,” Altemus

said.
“We feel lucky to have this house,” Harris said.

All Under Heaven

paper lanterns
10% off

selected
books 15% off

795 Sth Se, Arcata 825-7760
212 F Se, Eureka

444-2936

After living s decade in Asie, the

“peoe ne

owners of All Under Heaven
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wd local river otters
Wildlife professor conducting we
By Ana O’ starr Warter
n HSU wildlife professor is calling for voluning

teers to assist in trackriver otter populations

ers and coastal sites. People
who

usually would

know

an

otter when they see one as
opposed to a beaver.”

Del Norte

counties.

Wildlife students will then
use the data gathered for fur-

Jeff Black's ongoing study,
the Ofter Records, focuses

ther studies. Important observational information includes

on the North

the location of the sighting,

in Humboldt

and

American

Riv-

er Otter. The study's initial
goals are to form a group of

the number
and reports

observers who can correctly

identify the species and are

pups. Foraging habits, diets and general activities are

interested

also requested

in collecting

and

recording data on otters.
“The River Otter Records
is a network of keen observers who take time out of their
busy

schedules

to

send

in

their periodic observations
when they're lucky enough

- to stumble on seeing otters,”
Black said. “In particular, fishermen or professional people
who monitor the fish in the rivers, or keen bird watchers or
enthusiasts who frequent riv-

of otters seen
of adults with

on the data

entry form found on Black's
website.

The river otter inhabits local wetlands, lakes and rivers. They can also be found
in nearby lagoons, marshes,
coastlines

and

harbors,

ac-

cording to Black's website.
The river otter is a “key
species” or a “top carnivore,”
Black said. It represents the

gists call an indicator
according to Black's
Scientists sometimes
an indicator species

species,
website.
monitor
in order

to measure the overall health
of a specific bio-region.
Little information exists on
.
Pacific
North Coast river ottop of the food chain, and is
ter populations. Black's study
a local example of what biolo-

help

us identify the key wetland

sites that otters are frequent-

ing more than others,” Black
said. “We'll also be able to

Some HSU frosh don’t feel stressed

Studies at two other Colleges show high anxiety
By Kira Rubenthaler science Eorror
ome new students at
HSU are dispelling the
idea that the freshman
year of college is full of stress
and anxiety.
Ken Dutro, a staff psychol-

ogist at Counseling and Psychological Services on campus, said the most common

problems that students seek

counseling for are anxiety
and depression.
He said it's not unusual
for a freshman entering college to feel homesick, to miss
friends and to fear failing.
“The transition and adjustment to college lead to pain-

ful anxiety,” Dutro said. “It's
not an iliness. It’s normal.”
Andrew Chong, an undeclared freshman, said he
likes
the change.
“All the people I’ve met are
glad to be away from home,”
Chong said.
A 2002 UCLA study on college freshmen said about 26
percent of freshmen regularly
felt “overwhelmed.
by ail they

have
to do.” According
to the
report, the number of overwhelmed freshmen increased
in the 1990s before peaking
at about30 percent in 1999.
According to a press re-

lease by the National Mental
Health

Association,

40

per-

cent of a recent freshmen
class at John Hopkins University went to the student center

for counseling.
Dutro said he doesn’t see
a higher proportion of fresh-

men than any other class. He
said that later in the semester he sees students with ac-

ademic problems, such as
anxiety about a test or fear of
public speaking.
Mike Cipolla, a business

eral education classes.
“I'm not stressed out at all,”

Kellie Simms, a child develop-

administration freshman, said

ment major, said. “Everyone's

he feels fine, but he knows
some
students
who
are
homesick or feeling stressed
because they are taking a

so friendly.

heavy class load.

“It was difficult adjusting the first couple of days,”
Anna Arsic, an undeclared
freshman, said. “| didn’t know

anyone.”
Arsic said she is not wor-

rying about school because
she is taking 13 units of gen-

It's not meant to

be stressful.”
Dutro said most freshmen
use their friends, families and
campus supportto heip them

deal with any anxiety.
“Humboidt prides itself on
the faculty being available to
He said freshman interest
groups and small class sizes
are other examples of cam-

pus support.

*

She

owns

Good

Relations Lov-

ers’ Boutique, a sex-positive store
in Eureka. She is a single mom,

with two sons to whom she lectures frequently about sex and
relationships. Her one-unit week-

Soo Community Penk Way + 622-9488
_ © Health Club

- end course, Choices and Chang-

* Pool, Spa & Massage

es in Sexuality, Psychology 236,
will happen October 3 and 4 is
open by magic number.
E-mail
her at mm3, if you'd like to add the

* Group -

HealthSPORT

course.

McKinleyville

Woman wants an orgasm

1650 Central Ave. * 839-9800

Workout Zone

* New Cybex Equipment
¢ Group Exercise,
Yoga ahd Pilates
Stress Free Zone

¢ Massage
& Facials

Columnist gives suggestions to help

¢ Nutrition Counseling & Wellness Education
¢ Childcare

females climax, ‘arousal and timing’ key

| 721HealthSPORT
Fortuna
South Fortuna Blvd * 725-9484

By Melinda Myers
REGULAR COLUMNIST

¢ Health Club

@s / am in a monogamous relationship
with a guy, and we have been sexually active for some time now. Sex is pleasurable for

¢ Group Exercise, Yoga and Pilates

¢ Massage

* Childcare

www .healthsport.com

me, not painful or anything, but | am starting
to believe that orgasm from intercourse (penetration) is impossible. Is it possible, and if

= Kap

so... How???

If you could email me back

some tips or something that would be soo0o
awesome!
RESTAURANT
f

from

@

SPAIN,

MEXICO

a

ee

@ ae
ee ene

7x
ee

A: It's not impossible, but only about 30
percent of women, and most of them are older, Orgasm regularly from penis-vagina intercourse. As our comfort with sex and our
bodies increases, so
does the likelihood
we'll orgasm during
penetration.
Penetration “alone”
is a misperception,
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Authentic
and daily :
tals from around
the
goer. Lunch and dinner.
ion of fine wines
and desserts. West African live music and food.
Open daily 11 a.m.-10 p.m. Late-Nite ThursdaySaturday ania 1 a.m. Reservations suggested on

though.

EUREKA TRADING COMPANY
THE PAWN SHOP « more
NEW * USED MERCHANDISE + BUY-SELL-LOAN
Diamonds ° Jewelry * Watches * Stereos
Tools ¢ Instruments & More

FREE PARKING
Cal Lic # 1203-0995

-

to orgasm, and switch to intercourse just before you come. 4) Sometimes it works if the
partner rubs the woman's clitoris with his/
her

hand

during

sex,

but

then again, sometimes

gets

this

just

in the

way.

5) Relax and enjoy sex.
When
people get too
involved with trying to orgasm some

Depending

particular way, it inter-

on the position, there
can be lots of clitoral

feres with the process

stimulation

and makes it less like-

during _ inter-

course. Usually, it’s figuring
that out that makes it possible.
We can easily get the idea
from the media that “real sex”
involves one man, one woman, and
two simultaneous orgasms. It just doesn't
work like that most of the time. With time,
practice and patience, it becomes more likely, but it’s still not the only way to enjoy sex,
and there isn't anything inherently superior
about sex like that. As long as you're both
happy, great.
It sounds like you would like to orgasm

during intercourse, though, so | will share
some hints that will increase that likelihood.
Just don’t get obsessed about it.
Here are the things that make it more likely:
1) Female superior missionary position (you
on top). This allows you to control the angle

22

and depth of penetration, increasing clitoral stimulation and increasing the likelihood
of orgasm. 2) Use a vibrator on your clitoris during sex. This kind of gets things moving in the right direction. There are a plethora of cool tools to assist with this, if you're
comfortable with it. 3) Make sure you’re very
aroused prior to intercourse. Be sure you let
your partner know when you're ready. You
could try whatever activities generally lead

| THE LUMBERJACK | WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 2003 | MERGEMEDIA.ORG |

ly.

Just

play!

However

it

feels good, for however long
it feels that way.
The best advice | can give
you is to be more active about
sex, initiate different positions when
it feels good, initiate intercourse only when
you're very turned on, and communicate your
desires to your partner.

Good lubes help, too, because they allow you to explore longer with less friction.
Be sure they're water-based, and sugar-free!
For some men and women, wearing clothing
that feels sexy, and/or seeing their partners
Gress up for sex helps, too.
The keys are arousal and timing.
The

orgasm.

Standing stron
|

gince 1929

|

MCKINLEYVILLE CHIROPRACTIC
WORK

INJURIES * AUTO ACCIDENTS ¢ LOW BACK PAIN ° HEADACHES
Most Insurances Accepted
COME SEE Dr. BILL

can't.
the sea.”

Anxiety:

HSU students friendly

paged21
from ue
Contin

said he has not had any prob| lems making the transitionto
HSU. He said HSU was “better than France” and the peo-

ple were more “open-minded.”
“| love

it here,”

Holiday
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Ever wonder how they extracted bullets from the wounded during the Civil War?

Cannon Fodder
Civil War Days invade Fortuna
by Daniel MendeZ

starr writer

The town of Fortuna was the scene of
a bloody battle. Guns were fired, cannons
were blasted and people were injured and
killed. Then the audience applauded.

The reenactment of battles between the
Union and Confederacy was one of the main
attractions at the Civil War Days event held
in Fortuna this past weekend.
For the past six years, the Fortuna Sunrise Rotary Club has been hosting the event
to raise money for their student scholarship
fund. It is also sponsored by the Reenactors

of the American Civil War group.
Situated right off of Kenmar Road in a
field adjacent to the Eel River, the location of
the event was set up to replicate the atmosphere of the times. The field was split in half
with the Union army’s camp on one side and
the Confederate army's camp on the other.
The reenactors consisted of men, women and children all dressed up to represent
many different soldier ranks, as well as civilians of the 1860s. Even leaders of the time,
including a very convincing Abraham Lincolin, were among the reenactors.
Soldiers were dressed in elaborate uniforms complete with rifles, sidearms and
swords dangling from their sides.
Always in character, the reenactors referred to:each other by rank and conversed
with one another around their camps in the

morning while breakfast was
fires in old iron skillets. Then
battle.
Spectators of the event sat
ers while each unit lined up

cooked over
it was time for

their orders for battle. Horses moved heavy
artillery into position and transported unit
leaders. Soldiers marched into the field from
both sides, where they traded fire back and
forth using blank powder shots. But all were
silenced by the roaring cannons.
The cannons were by far the biggest and
loudest spectacle of the reenactment. They
were so loud, in fact, that the pamphlet given upon entering the site gave instructions
on how to listen to them safely.
Loaded with powder by the reenactors,
one pull of the cannon cord sent a thunder-

ous boom throughout the battlefield, causing some children in the audience to cry.
When receiving fire, the portrayal of getting hurt in battle was very realistic, as soldiers on the field would flop down to the
ground and writhe in pain when bullets or
shrapnel wounded them.
After the battle, the wounded were taken
to a surgeon station where they were operated on. The spectators were allowed to gather around the operating table as the surgeon
extracted bullet fragments and shrapnel
from a soldier's leg in a very graphic and realistic portrayal.
Reenactor Dan Baldwin participated as
the surgeon's assistant.

“Sometimes the surgeon does this really great thing where he unwraps a soldier's
wound and finds maggots,” Baldwin said.
“It's actually rice, but he throws the maggots

on the crowd when he discovers them and
in the bleachand received

everybody jumps.”
Civil War, continues on page 26
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War: Blood, bullets and amputations

| Civil
Continued trom

‘After

page 27

the

excitement

of

the battle and its aftermath,
the audierice was invited to

/
=

four the — historically-accu‘ fate- campsites of both the
North

with

and South.

Complete

Union and Confederate

ga

Mg

the, om.

flags, the camps weren't only
there for history's sake, but
for providing the actual living
quarters for the reenactors
throughout the weekend.
There.

were

also

0
jon
am et,
A

reenactors get involved with

such devotion.

“There is a real commitment to the history, the truth
of history and keeping the
memory .alive of those who
fought for the freedom and
security of this country,” An-

derson said.

STAFF WRITER
on their website as “original
reggae, funk, groove-rock
with a message of peace,
fun, love and good times.”
When | arrived, they were

li was around 9 p.m. when

| headed over to Rumours in
Eureka to check out locals
John Grizzly and San Francisco'’s hip-hoppin’ El Jefe.
I'd been to Rumours a couple
of times before so | thought
| knew what | was looking
past,

playing to an empty

to be.

floor, they maintained
tive momentum.

circle

The band is usually made

up of five members, but this
performance included, for
the first time, DJ Yousef on
turntables. The scratching
added another dimension
to. their sound. This performance also differed from
past shows since, for some
members, it was their first
time playing together. The

up

half a block from its. old lo-

LE LPAgf
PPP LOL

When

| walked

up, | met

bartender
Amanda,
and
found out that John Grizzly
had. been playing for about
half an hour, even though
the show wasn't scheduled
to start until 9. This in itself
was an anomaly; the shows

line up consisted of Joln Pis-

copo on bass and lead vo-

cals, Tommy Bono on guitar,

Eric Rez on congas, Johnnie
Martinez on drums and Moron sax.
The combination of wailing. guitar with the sweet
sound of the sax created an
upbeat atmosphere
and they
had the feel of a jam band.
After nearly. an hour of

I'm used to usually don't start

until way after they're sup-

an

I

posed to.

PAL

>

Once inside, | was faced

<2 PAPI

with

another

abnormal-

7

ity: the utter absence of a
crowd. For a Thursday night,
theclub was unusually barih

ise?

ye a

ren.

handed

the

ordered a cheap drink, sat

what to expect; but
! really
didn’t know what | was in for.
Graceful
would be one way
to describe them, if hip-hop
can even be described as

back
and listened.
John Grizzly
is described

Unlike most hip-hop art-

bar.

than were

at the

Weil, | thought, at least

, Lean focus on the bands.
ies

they

stage over to the guys of El
Jefe. | had a slight idea of

| could count the num-

ber of patrons on one hand;
there were more people in
the band

oh

playing,

|

3

Peg
agBiay
sees, J-ine

ably a good thing they didn’t
move too far.

ic group of artists that are no
less than infectious.
For me, the trumpet really stood out. in “Nature's
Signs,” it lent a Spanish
touch. It made me think of
a matador in the ring with a
great bull. Other times, the
trumpet gives El Jefe a meliifluous jazz feel, lulling the ear
into a state of infatuation.
Throughout
the performance emcees. shared the

|

and

and what you get is a dynam-

J

D
HT
gsm:

street

posi-

gage,Bo ° 8

fi. i

the

dance

With

Ken Bryant playing guitar,
Darren Reid on trumpet and
The Wiz's keyboard additions, the layers of complexity increase. Then add lyrical stylist Carlos Gonzales,
along with Darren, on the mic

#5

another

Jimmy

bass supply the beat.

i

made

cation.
| had no idea that
they'd moved and it's prob-

a

of

lot where the building used

across

Ges

cover

stead, Fernando Cardoso on
drums and Peter Lazarus on

oegiece

| drove

a

ists, El Jefe doesn't employ a
DJ with turntables in tow. In-

rae

for, but when

playing

Cliffs “The Harder They
Come,” and as far as | could
tell, they were having a good
time. Even though they were

around the block and found
that Rumours had moved

"9

Anderson expressed why the

eesisg

Re

cP, Bie ag Resi

by Erin Miyabara

!

Ss

of HSU's art
among
was

the reenactors of the event.
Dressed as a Sergeant Chief
of Peace for the Confederacy,

EI Jefe means The Boss
there was an empty parking

4

weapons of the Civil War era.
Some visitors to the event
even came dressed up in
proper soldier attire and hung
out to talk about Civil War
movies, books and weaponry while a brass band played
military tunes to the crowd.
William Anderson, a 37year veteran
department,

tents

erected that contained shops

saturdays 10:30 AM -6 PM Sundays 1030 21- 4M
CLOSED TUESDAYS - NO BOARDS, NO BAGELSa...00

<

where
people
could
buy
books, clothing and memorabilia, including replicated
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Datura got the blues
Adventures with the Datura Blues
by Lucas O. Cebulski
awake like Flipper after a
triple-shot frappachino the

net to add another layer of ‘the middie are the folks that
sound and Garrett Kelly fol- juet don't care. “We're trying
lowed on bass. The drums to find the people in the midan Jones.
and two guitars entered the. ; Ba." said
Datura..Blues has been
mix. The tune’was mellow,

next.

relaxing, and gaining steam.

Imagine a band that lulls
you. into. a peaceful doze
one minute; then slaps you

That band

is Datura

and-eccording
to their web-

Arcata after a nation-wide

a few minutes until Nick Burmeistei, the drummer, hit the
snare like it had insulted. his
‘mother and the whole band

‘site; “fiterally evolved. out of

went ape.

to; Tijuana.” There are three

tour.

| wasn't sure what to expect when | pulled: into the
gravel. parking. lot of The
Placebo. Jast. Friday. night.
I'd héard a few tracks that
Datura Blues had burned in

“Ryan Jones

beach

quiet

except

for

|

right place. The. typical live-_pnusic-crowd drunks
and

souanted

Wainer

ttle

ae

ooo

one

tones

recs

eo

gee

E ‘Riateenee

goes

,

an inexhaustible string bud-

band currently includes two

smelled burning horse hair.
For a good minute and
a half the sound was huge.
Then, as quickly as it had
erupted, everything calmed

' Alter accidentally walking intd some. sort: of multi-

down and the tune was sedated and peaceful again.
“We try to write.in a waveliké pattern,” said guitarist
Ryan Jones.
When asked

purpose room, @ bfoom clos-

what

et, and. the fittle girls’ room,
(a story in itself), f found the
door to the show. The lights

Datura Blues was shooting
for, Jones used an example from everyone's favorite
G.E. requirement. In Speech

were

completely absent -

p gene

Ryan Jones currently plays
his original instrument. The

drums. | was standing near
Lincoin and I’m pretty sure |

a

were low and so was the music. The Infamous Lincoin,
the violinist, was playing a

slow, repeating melody that
really chilled me out after the
little girls’ room mishap. Wizard piped in with his clari-

ceseetsns1s BALL THRLUMEESINGK | WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 1,200 | MERGEMEDAORG

Mois

in one day

members and only.

Owen

not the beat Nick made me
thank whoever's in charge
that | was not born a set of

wasn't even sure { was in the

pre-party: ‘shit-heads

a@ punk: rock band

as an excuse to go ‘on tour’

Ott cranked on their guitars in ways. that suggested

and lost his bass strap but

low bass drone coming from
somewhere inside the junior-

high-school! style building.

and

a joke'-- ‘the idea was to start

get. Wizard was screaming.
Garrett was hopping around

me for the tive performance.
The scene outside was
tame; just a few kids smoking cigarettes and pulling
drums and guitar cases out
of a van. Everything was

OE MOORE ORI TO MEIRVE ON GOR THAN MOT TO

for four years

Tempo and volume built for .

the KRFH studio but those
tracks did little to prepare

7

» int aiaaton

Biues and they're back in

the kind

of audience

class there are three audiences that you have to think

about. On pw side there is

the group that a

ialé

* SHOW YOUR STUDENT 1D AND RECEIVE 10% OFF
_ YOUR PURCHASE THROUGH SEPTEMBER

STAFF WRITER

with

. On the other is
Gan Gaineete ahd '

hVALLAAN

USSU,

\,j\¥cvNese

including bass guitar and
drums, and one violin. in the

near future they are hoping
to add on to the horn section —
and throw in a keyboard.
An agenda like that should
make it difficult to get bored
with their music.

Datura
Blues
_recently returned from a tour that
took. them

all the way to the

Rogue.. independent Music
Festival in Atlanta. In bethey played at clubs

and |house-parties in Denver,
Sait Lake, and Nashville.

For now, Datura Biues is
back in Arcata and will be
playing again sometime in
November. Look for exact
dates, times, and venues on
bus stops, telephone polls,
and store windows near you.
It’s. a show that'll definitely
make you smile. You might even get so excited that you
peea
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Dickie Roberts hurts

The painful sting of a bad movie
By Daniel Mendez
_ Starr writer
“*Dickie Roberts: Former Child Star” is one

There is no purpose for the scene other

of those. comedies that you actually wanted

than to make the audience not laugh.
In fact, the funniest parts of the movie

to'like, but after putting in a trying effort, you
end up hating it for wasting your time.
The premise of this film seemed like it
would make for a really funny film. Dickie
Roberts (David Spade) is a former child actor who is trying to regain his position in the
as an adult.
'
A-script for a brilliant Rob Reiner film
comes into Dickie’s possession. After talking.to Reiner (played by himself) over the
part, Dickie is told that he is missing some of

life’s experiences that are necessary to fully
embody the role:

Being a former child star, Dickie didn't
have. a normal upbringing that would allow for what Riener is looking for in his film.
So Dickie hires a family to raise him all over
again to get the part.
So much more could have been done with
this setup, and the audience knows that.
The crowd in the theatre was pretty big, and
yet there were hardly any laughs.
The film contained those kind of failed comedic scenes that you just can’t laugh at. Instead, you wince and turn away because you
are so embarrassed for the actors.

This especially rings true for a scene involving Dickie and his new little brother per-

have already been seen in the commercials

for the film. The Slip-and-Slide scene is a
hilarious moment, but the comedic element
has been dulled because we all have seen it
a million times in the ad.
Certain elements of the film aren't ail that
disappointing. One very positive highlight is
seeing some of the former child stars that we
are all familiar with casted in this film as Dickie's friends. There is no greater sight than finally seeing Screech on the big screen. .
Also, the legendary Cory Haim and Cory
Feldman are reunited in a five second scene
spanning over the end credits. Although it
was very brief, it. was nostalgic to see these
guys in a film again.

David Spade can be a funny guy.

He

does deliver some funny one-liners as always, but he’s not as enjoyable as he used
to be. Spade is like nitrous oxide - fun in
short intervals.

He gets annoying when he is not confined
to five minute Saturday Night Live sketches
and he can't carry a film without the late,

great Chris Farley giving him a hand.
There

are already talks about a sequel

forming a lip-sync and dance routine on stilts

being made for this film. | can see the marquee already - David Spade: Former Come-

for the young girl next door.

dic Actor.
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stars, it is
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of big budg
always nice to see a little independent movie make its way through
the heap of trash we call Ameri-

can cinema.
_ “Raising Victor Vargas” is one

_ of these jewels.

with Victor as “bug spray” to keep
the other men from swarming
around her.
Meanwhile, at home, Victor is
always in a constant
battle with

his grandmother (Altagracia Guzis taking care of him

and his two siblings in the ab-

York City’s Lower
in New00
$800,0

sen
of ce
parents.

is the story of a young Latino teen-

ma

Eastside, “Raising Victor Vargas"

ager trying to juggle love, religion
of

wih fre

are

hand.
The film opens up with a shot of
(Victor
red
Vargas
hai
Victor
curly-

Rasuk) standing in front us with a
devilish grin on his face. He strips

out of his wife beater and pants
to slip into bed with “Fat Judy” the overweight, homely girl of the
neighborhood.
Although Victor

is

trying

to

ns
girl
with the
keep his excursio
a secret, it is soon revealed to his
home
that bo
he has ys
romanced
ve
the less-than-attracti
Judy.

Victor then decides he must
2

bouts tes,
she decides to use a relationship

man) who

ngof
budget
Shot on a shoestri

and wiaislbainn

*

sri

oy

-

y

de aeentaon when

re-establish

his reputation

as a

ladies man and tries to connect
with a girt who is a little out of his

league.
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He choo
and se
tries toshook

up with ‘the untouchable Judy

(Judy Marte), the most beautiful
girl in the neighborhood. Since

Victor butts heads with grandas she tries to enforce

her

deep Catholic beliefs and disci-

many other films would.

The film

is focused on Victor and the peostudy
ple around him: a character

‘of people from the environment,
of an enrather than the portrayal
vironment's people.
The poverty-stricken neighborhood is not the overall drive of the
film, but a supporting character in
the story.
.

Sollett

is also

successful

at

making a sexy movie without actual portrayals of sex or nudity.
The characters are truly attractive,

pline as the model for growing up

not in the Hollywood sense of the

in this world.

word, but in the sense of everyday
life, everyday people.

She blames Victor

for anything that goes on in the
old
househ
that doesn’t
seem re-

ty .
ligiousfit.
jab of
The film does a beautiful
clashrealistically expressing the

es between old and young, boys
and girls and love and lust.
Director Peter Sollett cast a
group of relatively unknown

ac-

tors, yet their performanc
areesso
involved that at times it seems like
the film is almost a documentary.
There are scenes where the

shaky, handheld camera drops
nsall
that we
in on these situatio
have seen and been through before. It plays more like a memory to us than it does a motion pic-

ture.

And even though the film is set

in a poor Latino. neighborhood,
it doesn't point it out in the way

|

They are brown-skinned, pimple-faced teenagers that are just
now beginning to explore the
ideas of love and sex in the heat
of a sweltering New York summer.
Everybody is sweaty, and that

feeling of warmth transfers over
really well in the film.
“Raising Victor Vargas” is not a
film about teenage sex. This isn't
“Kids” or “American Pie.”
This
is life. Victor Vargas is a young

and impressionable male.

Even

though he is a sensitive young
man, he feels he has to be on a
constant prowl for girls in the face

of his peers.
The camera follows Victor and

his budding maturity.

In this film,

we do witness the raising of Victor
Vargas before our very eyes.
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ist), Richie Hayward (drums
For all of you Little Feat
- fans and those of you not fa- and vocals), and Roy Estrayou : da (vocals), founded Little
miliar with their music,.
Feat. They were soon signed
definitely need to go check
on to Warner Brothers where
out their show at the Eureka
they recorded 12 out of their
Theater this Sept. 24.
16 albums.
been
has
Feat
Little

aT Feasted |

test scores

guaranteed

or

your

money

OaCK

around

for

three

decades

now and is working on their

. ‘new album called, “Kicking it
F

at the Barn” which has a lot
of worldly influences in it.
Little Feat

is a continua-

— tion of musical influences.
: They have influences of jazz,
funk, folk, country, rockabilly; blues, southern rock and
now a little bit of Spanish culture in their new album “Kick. ing:it at the Barn.”
“We are definitely apart of

there.
ily
“the musical famout

KAPLAN

We're not a pop act,” said Bill

Payne, keyboardist, vocalist
and founder of Little Feat.

in 1969 George Lowell
(formerly of Frank Zappa's
Mothers of Invention), Bill

Payne

(keyboardist,

vocal-

They split up in 1979 after Lowell passed away while

promoting a solo record in
Washington D.C. “He got the
band rolling in 1969 and in
‘79 he got a great show apparently and then came off
stage, went to his hotel and
never woke up,” Bill Payne
said.
They got back together in
1988 with new band members Craig Fuller (vocals),

Shaun Murphy (vocals, percussion) and Fred Tackett
(guitar, mandolin, trumpet,
vocals) and put out a record
called “Let it Roll” and have
been together ever since.
After 30 plus years of influencing bands - such as

Phish,

The

Rolling

Stones

(who went to see them in
Amsterdam in 1974), String
Cheese Incident, and Dave
Mathews (there's a bit of Dixie

Chicken in one of his songs).
Not to forget that Led Zepplin had offered them to go
to England to play and make

a lot of money. Also Ritchie
Hayward worked with Robert
Plant when they weren't Little

Feat in 1988.
“Two years ago | was tour-

ing with Bob Dylan in the Chicago area and | was in line
to say hello to Dylan when he
comes up and says, ‘Bill! We

haven't seen you guys since
you played in New York!’ This
was sometime in '73 or '74
and | remember Dylan being
in the center of this little club

just off the right of the stage.
It was pretty hard to concentrate that night.”
About a year ago they
played in Washington and

they

had

all

these

i

Litto Feat, continued
on page :

Little Feat: Coming to Eureka
“musicians on stage with

them'- such as Bella Flack,

Sam Bush, Joe. Lee from Tex-

as, agi Herring who plays
with:
Grateful. Dead,
The. ‘Nasi ‘Brothers, Billy

Bob : Thorton, and Jackson

Raul Solinas - Activist,
‘Mexican, convict and writer,
helped Payne with the trans-

lations of the song “Corazones Y Sombras,” which

was recorded on their new
album. Solinas helped Payne

Brown,
~ get straighten out with cerOn Oct; 21, they will come tain lyrics in.the song. They

out with ‘their new album
(first studio record that’s going to be on their label Hot

Tomato) called “Kicking it at
the Barn,” featuring special
guests Nacho Hernandez,

Gabriel Gonzalez, and Larry
Cambel who plays the violin

and the fiddie on a couple of
their tunes. “There's going to
be some really good players
in addition to Little Feat on
this album,” Payne said.
Payne
considers
Little
Feat’s style as “Good American music” that is starting to
get a lot of world influences.
“Basically we are a group
that takes a lot of different
influences and we put them
into our own voice,” Payne
said.

There is a lot of rhythmic
exchange in their band and
within the last four to five
years, they have gone back
to a lot of heavy jamming.
They did a lot of jamming in
their early days and kind of
got away from it, but started incorporating that back

into their music, “which is
playing through our strings
quite literally and figuratively.
As players, we can play just
about anything,” Payne said.

talked about respect for the

language, making sure that
Payne got it right.
“It was the type of help
that was more co-signed
what | was doing and say-

ing ‘you know what? Do it,
but do it right.’ He’s an Activist very much for ‘Orgulloso’ pride factor. It's important for letting know what the
roots are. He's one of the first
leaders of the Chicanos,”
“| just think that for anybody who has heard of us,
but aren't quite sure who we
are...those are the people |
encourage to come down to
the show. | think they'll be
pleasantly surprised. It’s all
about the music for us and
we certainly stood the test
of time that's for sure,” Payne

said.
Little
Feat
has
been
around for three decades
but feel very active. They feel
fortunate to be able to play
music and feel they were put
here for that purpose. Their
new album will have a lot of
over-depths in it—but not all
that many. Payne calls this
record simple with great
sound.
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Danielle Yermen, HSU Student
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Payne said.
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Porn has sex with music
By Karla Rivas.
STAFF WRITER
leaves you mesmerized and wanting for
more. Crover originally came from Olympia,
Wash. in the early ‘80s. He briefly played for
Nirvana on their album “Incesticide.”
Billy Anderson, who is the bassist in the
band, has produced many bands and also
recorded Titomoshi’s five song demo in

The revolving band Porn “the men of”,
with current members Billy Anderson, Dale
Crover and Tim Moss, stopped by in Arcata,

August 22.
They were on their August tour coming
from Los Angeles and stopping in Portland,

Ore. this past August 29, 30, and 31 at the

1998, who, by the way, were the third open-

S.H.O:D festival (Stoner Hands of Doom).

that would make the place noticeable. There
were only about 60 people there. This was

ing act in the show. His performance was
exceptional and very driving. Throughout
the whole set he rocked the crowd with his
rumbling sound.
And finally, guitarist and vocalist Tim
Moss (founder of Porn) brought a touch of
Motorhead to the stage. He has an abrasive
style that moved the crowd with his feedback.
This band definitely rocked Arcata and
the few people that did make it to the show.
They are currently working on their newest album starting September 3.
If you want to see good stoner metal

definitely the darker side of Arcata.

shows in Arcata, keep your eyes and ears

Current Porn band member Dale Crover
from the Melvins (since the early 80s) is an
extraordinary drummer who wears garden-

open because they want to keep the “330
Club” underground. They don't want the
place to blow up too fast because they want
people in Arcata to enjoy the heavier music without
any problems. If you see a flyer
reading “330 Club,” you've lucked out.

Sh abe
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With opening

acts such as Hillbilly Devil-

speak and Totimoshi, this small but extremely heavy show was unfortunately missed by
many stoner rock fans in Arcata
due to it being so underground.
In fact, this show was so underground
that finding the place wasn't easy. There
were no signs and the only way! was able
to find it was by asking for directions and finally noticing a small torch burning with a
smail sign reading: “330 Club”.
There were no security guards or lights

ing gloves when he plays.

He uses over-

sized drums that make other drum sets look
like toys. He is an unorthodox
drummer who
‘ayvegn

0p

thO89
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RAPRSALL TINGLE HAAR? |

By Stephen Dorman
Stare Writer
_ | SU travels to Saint Mary's
5 College this week search-

Ting for its first win of the
football season. The ‘Jacks enter the contest 0-1 following a
gut-wrenching,
23-22 double
overtime loss to Western Oregon on Saturday.
HSU dropped the season
opener after ‘Jacks head coach
Doug Adkins decided to go for
a two-point conversion, and the
win, following a 19-yard touchdown pass from senior quarter-

back Chris Dixon.to senior wide
receiver- kicker Brent Adkins in
the second overtime period of

Saturday night's game. The conversion attempt failed as Dixon's
pass was batted away from ju-

nior wide receiver Dustin Creager.
“We had a chance to win
it right there,” Adkins said. “I
thought we were tired and we
were having a hard time slowing

them down. We had a

fifty-fifty

chance to win the game right
there and since PAT's [point af-

ter attempt] aren't a sure thing
we decided to go for it.”
Rather than. using his son,
Brent. Adkins to tie the game
Coach Adkins opted to give

the offense a chance to seal the

Senior tight end Christian Bloomquist (83) catches the ball and charges
for a
first
down

in the one- point loss to Western Oregon University.

win.
“It was a quick route,” Dixon

ly go to work. HSU moved the

said. “Everyone on their defense
stepped up and Dustin (Crea-

ball well before settling for a
34-yard field goal by Adkins.

two touchdowns.
“He (Creager)

like

half and only 50-yards total
onthe ground for the game.

that all the time. He's just a

HSU. took @ 10-2 lead into

plays

| thought we had it. | thought the

back of the end zone for a

game was won.”

15-yard score that put HSU

very, very good football player,” Coach Adkins said.
Western Oregon got on
the board late in the second
quarter when Adkins punt at-

on top 10-0.

tempt

ger) went behind them. | saw his
On the ‘Jacks following
eyes and he saw my eyes, so | offensive possession, Dixon
tried to drop it over the defense. found Creager open in the

The season opener for these

two

Great

Northwest

Athletic

Creager, a second team
Conference rivals began with all-conference selection in
Humboldt dominating the first 2002, as well as the HSU Ofhalf of play on both sides of the fensive Player of the Year in
ball. The ‘Jacks defense stifled both the 2001 and 2002 seaWestern Oregon on the team's sons, had a monster game
initial offensive possession, al- for HSU,
catching eight
lowing the HSU offense to quick- passes for 146 yards and

was

recovered

blocked.

Adkins

the football,

but

was brought down in the end

zone for asafety.
—
Through the first two quarters of play, HSU played
hard-nosed
run
defense,

only allowing Western minus
one yard rushing in the first
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| Senior receiver and kicker Brent Adkins (5) missed a critical
field goal in the first overtime that could have potentially
won the game. The ‘Jacks later went for a two-point
conversoin which did not connect, resulting in the one-

point
loss 23-22.

Football: ‘Jacks score a loss
continued
from page 37

line. The

Wolves

a two-point

converted

attempt to even

things up.
With. less than two minutes to go in regulation, HSU

THE

JOGG’N

scored

SHOPPE

1itHh & G STREETS

¢ ARCATA

226 F STREET ¢ OLD TOWN EUREKA
ACROSS FROM BON BONIERE ICE CREAM
te

ily

ahead

touch-

AeReCeAeteod

First Baptist Church

Western

defeat

with

Western

kicker Andrew

(Maxt to HOU tennis courts)

Bies

aed

junior

Keippela

explicably missed

in-

the game

“| saw his eyes

te>-

MPa

(Creager) and he
Saw my eyes, so

!
;

| tried to drop it

College Bible Chudy
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got the ball first in

overtime and failed to make
any forward progress.
Adkins missed a 43-yard
field goal attempt,
giving
win.
The Wolves drove the ball

- However,

1700 UMON ST © ARCATA © 922-0967

HSU

into over-

The
PAT
attempt
was
blocked and the score remained 16-10.
Western Oregon refused
leading the Wolves
right
back down the field, eventually finding senior wide receiver Mike Hinshaw open in
the end zone for the game tying score with 14 seconds remaining.

ke
ado
JD
pis

go

sending the game
time.

it in from three yards out.

to accept

ig

pur

a

down when senior running
back Adrian Waddy punched

winning PAT attempt wide left,

over the defense. |
thought we had it.

| thought the game
was won.”

Chris Dixon
ee

a

chance

for

the

inside the HSU ten-yard line,
but Keippela again failed to
win it when his 28-yard at-

tempt was off target.
The Wolves got the first
shot in the second overtime
and quickly capitalized.

Senior
McCrae
yards out
attempt
uprights,

running back Ivan
scored from four
and Keippela’s PAT
sailed through the
giving Western a

23-16 lead.
Faced with having to score
a touchdown to stay alive,
Dixon found Adkins open on
a post pattern that pulled the
‘Jacks to within one point at

23-22.
The two-point conversion
attempt failed, and Western
Oregon stormed the field in
celebration.

The ‘Jacks travel to St.
Marys College (Moraga) on
Saturday at 1 p.m.
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=xley’s final season off to rocky start

‘Jacks hope to break a 4 game mare streak on their home field
By Stephen Dorman
Starr WriTrER
HSU men's soccer coach
Alan Exley will spend his final year with the ‘Jacks trying

tury.
“| met my wife at HSU,” Ex.
ley said. “! graduated from
HSU. This institution has been
the key part of my life for the
last 35 years.”
Com-

to rebuild a program that has

struggled the past two seasons, including a 3-15-1 mark
in 2002 and a

2-4

mark

this season.

on

Exley, who
will retire at

oer

“

ing

=

of

HSU,

.
just as

alma
mater
was an easy

much

about his athletes’

the field as in the
classroom

was
He
named Northern
California

= MEM
“The best
isi

:

sg
to

Dan Collen
HSU Athletic Director

Athletic Conference Coach
of the Year in 1994, and has
posted 158 career victories
as a Lumberjack. His winning percentage ranks as the
highest in HSU men's soccer
history.
Exley has been involved
with HSU in one form or another for over a quarter cen-

his

decision

”

them as

head coach.

to

coach

vent tome POnormancecn
ng

back

“[Exley] cares

ia
to

come

Humboldt
and

coach,”

Exley

said.

“HSU

—sihas

stuck with me a long time,
and | hope in my final season
| can give something back.”
Exley’s contributions to
HSU reach well beyond the
soccer field.
“He (Exley) is a man of integrity, | cannot stress that
enough,”
Athletic
Director
Dan Collen said. “He cares
just as

much

about

his ath-

letes performance on the field
as in the classroom.”
Last season HSU finished
in last place in the Greater
Northwest
Athletic
Conference, which includes Seattle
University, Seattle Pacific and
Western Washington.
“| think the team is way
ahead of where it was last
year,” Exley said. “We do expect to experience some success this year.”
The ‘Jacks have shown
some
promise
this
season beating both Montana

State Billings and Cal State
Stanislaus 2-1.
However, the ‘Jacks are
now battling a four game losing streak, the most recent
loss was a loss to Dominican
University 1-0.
The ‘Jacks have made
some changes in the roster
this season in hopes to im-

prove from last seasons

re-

cord.

Coach
Exiey in his last
season coaching at HSU.

Freshman

forward

Keith

Lovell will serve as the team’s

striker,

with

freshmen

for-

.;

Senior midfielder Derek Dixon (2) puts a move on Seattle University’s defender in the

3-0 shutout loss. Dixon has one goal, two assists and nine points on the season.
wards Karl Meyer and Rafael Hoyos also looking for opportunities to put the ball in the net.
As a team, the ‘Jacks’ strength lies within
its midfield. The return of senior Derek Dixon
(who took last year off to focus on academics), and development of senior Brad O'Leary,
will be key factors in determining the success
of this year’s campaign.
“They (Dixon and O'Leary) are two of the
best midfielders in Division || soccer,” Exley
said.
Senior Grant Dubois, juniors Tomoya Fujita
and Luke Scott, sophomores Phil Doerr and

Justin Gyenis, as well as freshman Ryan Parker, will all be used in various combinations in
the midfield throughout the season.
The defense expects to receive a boost
from junior Dustin Kaatz, who also plays on

the HSU men's basketball team.
“Kaatz, (6'5") is a big-time physical pres-

ence in the middle of the defensive line.”
In addition to Kaatz, senior Geoff Scott and
freshman Dane Valadao anchor the back line.
Senior Joel Singer, juniors Ryan Flenner

and Nicholas Schwerin and freshman Jeff
Dean will also see extended playing time in
the ‘Jacks backfield this season.

Senior

goalkeeper

Barret

Schwerin

will

serve as the ‘Jacks’ last line of defense. His

performance will be critical if HSU expects to
climb out from the bottom of the GNAC standings. Freshmen Nick Raisch and Ryan. Ruiz
will serve as Schwerin’s backups.
Exley said he would like the team to win at
least six or seven games this season, but added that more victories are possible.
“It would be great for this team to have a
winning season, but it will take real character and commitment because we have an extremely difficult schedule,” Exley said. “Fortunately for us, we have a couple of extra games
at home this year, and that could be the difference between having an average season and
a great season.”
The ‘Jacks will play their conference open-

er Seattle Pacific Thursday at 4 p.m. and Concordia Saturday at 2 p.m. on the HSU Soccer
Field.
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Women’s volleyball serves
up 2 wins over the weekend
By Brian Haas

get

Stare Writer

in
Lumberjacks
the
beat
straight games 30-18, 30-20
and 30-19.
“We're a small team, we
pass better,” Woodstra
to d
nee

had

HSU

MSU-Billproblem

no

Yellowjackets

the

of the evening. With 47 kills,
11 by Rachel Halverson, the

head volleyball coach

In the first
match of the

Sonoma.
The ‘Jacks could not stop
Christine Shiba or Erin Manly,
who both recorded 14 kills in

‘Jacks defeated MSU Billings

the match, as the Seawolves

in three straight 30-24, 30-20

went

and 30-25.
"(The first match]
pretty

match,”

decent

head

coach

said.

“We

was

Sue

passed

a

HSU

Woodstra
well

and

did smart things.”
in the nightcap the ‘Jacks

faced a much taller Sonoma

team, and were not able to
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to claim

siow,
ae.

but
ao

started

victory

in

four games 30-22, 29-31, 3019 and 30-17.
“This weekend our defense
was better then our last,”
Woodstra said. “Every match
is important to us. We are in
the position to move up the
ladder.”

In the final match

of the

game,”

ond

Sue Woodstra

night.

on

with

ing in the sec-

of

previous

the

the effort
48 assists.

out
ak

.

to

said.

Woodstra

“Lissa came in
and did a nice

job and Vescina [Alvord] took
some smart hits.”
The ‘Jack's overall record
moved to 2-6 on the season
after the weekend.

“it

a

was

tournament

Woodstra

getting
GNAC

[to

great
said,

have

at

home],”

“We

are still

prepared

for

|

the

(Great Northwest Ath-

letic Conference).”
begin
The Lumberjacks
GNAC play with two conference matches this week.
Thursday, in the East Gym,
HSU will take on Saint Martin’s, and on Saturday the
Lumberjacks will do battle
WashingCentral
against
ton. The action kicks off both
at 7 p.m.
nights

a

to face

in their first of two matches

a

the ladder.

it was then time for the
‘Jacks to try and seek some
revenge as they took on

handling

a

the

Setter

“We

position to move

The ‘Jacks then took to the
ings.

aden De

pitted all
ne

31-29,

contributed

;
in the

evening, Sonoma defeated
MSU-Billings in four games.

games

straight

hardwood

ne
Pe

and

are

We

32-30,
30-24.

Lissa Danielson

is

match

importanttO Us.

Classic,

matches

:

«

; Every

was the final
night of the

30-27 and 30-25.

a

exe-

30-23,

three

Ee

didn't

Saturday

in

MSU-Billings

“We

cute.”

teams all played each other
twice over the two-day classic.
The action kicked off on
Friday afternoon with Sonoma.

defeating

said.

Murray led the ‘Jacks with 22
and 20 kills respectively, as
the ‘Jacks won the second
match of the season 23-30,

=

and got its first two wins of
the season last weekend, as
the East Gym played host to
the inaugural North Coast Inn
Volleyball Classic.
Participating in the three
team round robin tournament
were Montana State Billings,
Sonoma State, and HSU. The

once again battled MSU-Billings. Julia Shaw and Jessica

-

week

this

play

the Lumberjacks

+S.

into confer-

tournament

4a el

ence

Behind

going.

Erin Manly's 11 kills, Sonoma

he HSU volleyball team

is heading

anything

| o

Call Today for an appointment

Senior outside hitter Rachel Halverson looks to put the ball over the net against
squad.
Sonoma State. Halverson ranks third in kills (47) averaging 1.74 kpg. on the ‘Jacks

Women’ S soccer looks to win on

the road in conference opener
By Brian Haas

Starr WriTeR

The HSU’s women’s soccer
' squad continues its season

on the road this weekend as

.

the Lumberjacks begin con-

Orders Welcome

ference play against Western

Ple
of n
FreetPar
y
king
Open 10am to 7pm

and Central Washington.
The

‘Jacks

have

started

off the season strong and
through their second week of
play have a 2-2 record.
Last Saturday HSU defeat-

a
=

ed Cal State Bakersfield 2-0

eanl

in the first game of the CSU
San Bernardino Roadrunner

aia

-

Classic,

and

then

on

Sun-

day lost to host Cal State San
Bernardino 3-1 in the championship game.
“| think we have had a
great start this year,” head
coach Andy Cumbo
said.
“| was even happy with our
performance in the game we
lost [in the first weekend], we
looked competitive with one
of the best teams in the nation.”

HSU ended last year 8-111 overall and 5-6-1 in the sev-

en-team Great Northwest Athletic Conference.
“I think we need to improve
in not allowing so many goals
against us,” Cumbo said.

The ‘Jacks finished with 31
goals allowed last year, which
ranked fourth in the GNAC.
The ‘Jacks return 11 players this year, five starters, inCluding senior forward Jenna

Hunter and

senior defender

Kary Hood.
scored
Hunter

a

team

leading six goals last season
and has already scored one
goal and two assists on this

season.
HSU has also added a list
new

of

freshman

including

defender Libby Kimmett, and
forwards Lindsey Harpham
and Katie Coppoletta.
“This is the best recruiting
Class | have ever had,” Cumbo said.
The offense on this year's

til

squad is led by Hunter.
u

Hunter was an all-conference

being
that

pick last year, despite

held up by an injury
kept

her

sidelined

for

most of the 2002 season.
“(Hunter) is a big part of
our offense,” Cumbo said.
“She plays a critical role even
if she’s not scoring goals or

getting assists.”

JewelryeAnd More!

Featuring Humboldt County Artists

Senior forward Jenna Hunter works on her
skills during a practice on the HSU Soccer field.
Katie Coppoletta will be
helping Hunter on the field
this year.
“[Coppoletta]
has
just
been on fire so far this season,” Cumbo said.
Coppoletta
already
has
two goals on the season.
The final offensive position
is still in question as a couple
of players are competing for
the spot.
Harpham - the local favorite from Eureka- redshirted junior Mary Gessel and freshman Sheri Wilhelm are all
contending for the final starting spot.
Returners Kelly Hyde and
Sandie Kepler are the outside
midfielders, while the center
positions belong to sophomore Kim Halloran and junior
Lesa Lewis.

Starting

on

defense

are

Hood, Kimmett and junior Ju-

liana Goldstein.
Returners Brynne Destafney, Veronica Latham and
newcomers
Lauren
Lamet

and

Erica

Laugalis

are the

‘Jacks depth on defense.

Starting

in goal

for this

‘Jacks this season is the 5'8
freshman Staci Self.
Destafney suffered a concussion
during
preseason
and has seen limited playing time.
“She played a little bit in

the

first weekend,”

Cumbo

said, “but she's still not 100

percent.”
Cumbo said that he hopes

214 E Street « Eureka
444-3251

Strength this weekend, which

gallery-dog.com

marks the beginning of conference play.
HSU
has changed
this
year to a 3-4-3 formation,
which allows for three defenders, four midfielders and
three forwards..
“It suits our team better,”
Cumbo said. “We have a lot
of speed, and | think it will
help us score a lot of goals.”
The ‘Jacks will have a different home field than last
year. Their home games will
be held at the soccer field
rather than the Redwood
Bowl.
Thursday the Lumberjacks
will do battle on the turf in
Bellingham, Wash., when they
play Western Washington.
“They are always a strong
team,” Combo said. “I'd like
to win our conference open-

er,” Cumbo said.
Then on Saturday,

the

‘Jacks will play their second
against
game
conference

Central Washington.
“| know that if we play well,
we will be successful,” Cum-

SSCS

EKES SESE

ESE

EE EEG

BE THE SOLUTION!

|

TRAFFIC CONGESTION AND *
SOARING FUEL PRICES ARE ON
EVERYONE'S AGENDA. IT’S TIME
FOR US TO TAKE A STAND AND
STOP CONTRIBUTING TO THE
PROBLEM.

|

DO YOUR PART, RIDE
THE BUS WHENEVER
POSSIBLE.

bo said.

HSU makes its home debut
on Sept. 20 against GNAC
conference member, Northwest Nazarene.
“Our first goal is to win the

conference,”

Cumbo

said.

“And at this point, | see that
as a realistic goal. We defi-

nitely need to finish the season above 500.”

FOR MORE INFORM
CALLAT
443.0
IO
826Non
VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.NTA.ORG

to have Destafney up to full
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NEWS FROM AROUND HUMBOLDT
[Hey President Richmond sell us some Beer
Our

football

got through
breaker on
all I've heard
been “Where

team

just

losing a heartSaturday and
this week has
was the beer?”

take, why don't we sell beer

a campus policy which says

at the games?
Selling beer at HSU sporting events would be a huge
money-maker for athletics.

ages allowed on campus or
to be sold on campus with

or “| would have gone

What were the HSU budgeteers thinking when they

if

they

there.”
None of these alcoholics cared that
we dominated this
team up until the last

be able to attend:schoo! without it. Right?

three minutes of the
game. They didn't

-*. Okay, so why.didn’t each student's amount of finan: cial aid money-iAérease with the tuition? Are they trying to keep people out of higher education or are they
trying
¢:

to keep. their pockets fat? This creates another
that samme students will be faced with after

-yeat is finished.

tthis academic

cial aid a students given is de-

of:

~* The amount

pendant on how much income they and/or their par-

care that we
almost pulled out our
first win in almost a
year. All they wanted to know was why

isn't beer sold at the
games?

nts bring in eash: year. So, with students being short

At: first | thought
what a joke,...don't

9066, some are forced to get jobs to

then if all you want

money evertimore.than they were under previously
‘percent

‘Bing period.

-#ses."

increase in tuition there-

ndial aid. status for the next fil-

» As your incora@:increases, your financial aid award
= =3>".°
sdecreases,
time you. have to
ion sched ou. work, . the less
,
; which means potentially lower

come

JOMSU

longer anc

T=’ The Lumberjatk was told that the financial aid oftice is now informing people of loans for which they
were already -qualified to receive. The Lumberjack
‘was told this was the solution, but it merely created
“more paperwork for a largely depleted staff.
Inapertect world, the higher-ups at the financial aid
office and administration would have thought ahead
and made these adjustments and had new hires al‘ready trained before students arrived for school.
But no, they're humans just like the clerks at the of|
fice who are working hard, in spite of all obstacles.

This is a joke. There is a

consensus

about

how

bad

~ HSU athletics are, well | pro-

- pose that we sell alcohol
at sporting events and use
the: proceeds to benefit our
scholarship program so we

can recruit top athletes with
those revenues.

&

Football is a social gath-

ering and HSU football is in

By Sean Quincey

Opinion Epitor

to do is get drunk and then
‘Ks

But then | took a double-

a. college town with numerous ‘breweries; support the

local beer vendors and ath-

. beer at the
by selling
letios

All'the Division } schools selt

alcohol, why don't we?
Well, | found out there is

administrators:

HSU

change. the policy, do it for
the ‘athletes and the fans.

HEARING HUMBOLDT

. grades. To compat this then, students may take fewer

ely regult in being at}
ergester and ultimat
do.so.
more montoey

or President Richmond.

to our game

punk us.

the exception of the Depot.
The only people who can

make an exception to the
policy is the vice president

beer

decided to cut the financial aid office's personnel by
25 percent when 70 percent of the student body depends on its services?
. Were they thinking?

It's clear that all.who are on financial aid would not

f
M

sold

there are no alcoholic bever-

ShouHSUldsell

at athletic events?
“It's a great
idea. It will bring

“it's a good
» idea. It’s a part
of the collegiate

in more.

money.

There has to be a
3rd or 4th quar-

experience.”

ter limit, though.”

Ruben Platt
Cellular Molecular.
‘
Biology

Albert Platt
Cellular Molecular
Biology

Junior

Junior

“| don't think it's appropriate

“Hell yea. Serve beer.
They'll get a bigger crowd
that way. I'd go too if sensibly priced.”

at a university. We don't need
the same problems as professional events.”

Mike Severia
HSU Graduate

Peter Noble
Business Admin. Professor
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“| think it's a great idea. It

would bring in a lot more cash.
But it would be hard to police
people.”

Tim Suttle
Paco Molecular Biology

“96 percent of the cosmos

your unique dream come true,

puzzles astronomers.” When

but that it will take years of hard
work, periods of deprivation,
and bouts with frustrating con-

| read this | let out a whoop

of celebration Our culture's
equivalents of high priests,
Seattle has become the
latest beneficiary of a recent
covert guerrilla art movement.
The Seattle Times reported
that one night unknown creators swooped down on a
café

in a crime-ridden

area,

leaving behind a handcrafted
table

and

a metal

trunk

the scientists, were flat-out
admitting that the subject they
know best is mostly a mystery
to them. | hope, Gemini, that

to feel at peace with the enigsonal
courage

life.
to

Curiously,
“dwell

your

uncertainty” (poet John Keats’ phrase) will be the key to
you receiving a crucial revelation about where you need to
go next.

playing
Pisces,
yourself
now is

Promise me that you will never use astrology as an excuse

as many people as possible,

pressed, Aries, nor am | pre-

dicting you will be. But you
are in an astrological phase
when you're more susceptible than usual to that feel-

ing. Having issued that warning, however, let me add that |

think being depressed would
actually be very good

news.

It would mean you're on the
verge of a creative breakdown that will inevitably lead
to a liberating breakthrough.
To be perfectly candid, | hope

you do give yourself the luxury of experiencing deflation.

than eight percent of those
were brand new terms that he
dreamed up. While we can't

expect you to reach Shakespearian levels in the coming
week, the astrological omens
do suggest you will have
more verbal creativity than
you've had in many moons. |
suggest you speak the truths
your heart has never had
words for. Assume that your
powers of persuasion will be
twice as great as usual, and
invent at least 20 new words.

instance,

taking

responsibil-

my ‘reading of the

current omens suggests to
me that if you continue to let
things slide, if you keep postponing action, you'll fall under

the spell of a funky malaise. If,
on the other hand, you bolster
your commitment to what you
love, you'll not only ward off
debilitation -- you'll feel more
robust than you have in a long
time.

According to historian Thomas
Fleming, in the early part of his
career George Washington
was a brilliant spy. “He ran
espionage rings in British-held
York

and

Philadelphia,”

says Fleming. “The man who
supposedly

technical name for the condition is “body dysmorphic

disorder.” It's typically characterized by an obsession with a
physical flaw, or even with an
imagined flaw. Judging from
my experience, 99 percent of

Your
zheimer's

risk

for getting

disease

Al-

diminish-

es as you smoke more cigarettes. Air pollution keeps
your skin youthful by blocking out the sunlight that would

age it. Atomic fallout can help
prevent dandruff. So does that
mean you should puff on two
packs a day, hang out in the

the population has at least a

smoggiest parts of the earth,

mild version of this pathology.
That's the bad news, Taurus.
The good news is that you're in
a perfect astrological phase to
break free from its hold. You're
ready to revolutionize your
self-image so thoroughly that

and hope for the resumption

you will hereafter see yourself
as a perfect specimen of idiosyncratic beauty.

minutes a day, visualizing what
gifts you'd like to be inside and
rehearsing the feeling of intense
gratitude.

of hydrogen bomb tests in the
atmosphere? Of course not.
Likewise, Leo, don't prop up
your bad habits and rationalize nasty influences with assbackwards
theories
about

a lie was
formation.”
Washington
of the first

could

not

tell

a genius at disinLater, of course,
became the head
United States gov-

ernment, where he conducted

himself more straightforwardly.
The way | see your life right
now, Scorpio, you're ready
to

negotiate

a_

transition

analogous to the one George
Washington made. Is there
a situation where you have
been a master of stealth and

surreptitious strategy? That's
exactly where you should now
act with articulate candor and

Copy EditorPatrick
Brown
The Museum
lieve

features

Helen Sanderson
Campus
Editor Mike-Miler

of Make Beartifacts

nursery rhymes,
and
classical

Community Editor Serena Zelezny

from

Science Editor Kira Rubenthaler
Scene Editor Sean Bohrman

fairy tales,
_literature.

Among its treasures are Snow
White's mirror, Jack and Jill's
notorious pail, the baseball

Opinion
Editor Sean Quincey
Graphic Editor Christopher
Cook

mitt from The Catcher in the
Aye, and the tools Geppetto
used to create his wooden

Photo Chief Michael Schnaizer

son Pinocchio. | suggest you

Production Matt Crawiord

Carla Esparza

draw inspiration from this museum in the coming week,
Capricorn. The astrological
omens say you will have great
success in translating your
imaginative ideas into concrete reality.

THESTAFF
Ana O., Brian Hass, Daniel Mendez,
Diane M. Batley, Erin Miyabara, James
Payton, Kaitlin Hope, Karen Wilkinson,
Karla Rivas, Kimberly Thorpe, Larry

Thorpe, LucasO. Cebuiski, Michael
ae
een
ee
Vera McLaughlin

| Business Manager Pam Yagatin
Ad Design Jen McFerrin, Kelle Morgan,
Diana Jex, Evan Hatfield

This would be a good time
to conduct a midnight ritual
in Machu Picchu, the lost
city of the Incas in the Andes
Mountains. Fate will also smile

Ad Reps Margaret Caristrom,
Jen McFerrin
~
~ Claasifieds
Erinn Knight
Adviser Mark Larson

upon you if you undertake

CONTACTINFO

a pilgrimage of healing to
Chartres Cathedral in France,
or circumnavigate Tibet's
sacred mountain, Mt. Kailash,
or seek out a Siberian shaman

. Newsroom 707.826.3271

Ad Department 707.826.3259

Fax Line 707.826.5921

for a week of fasting, praying,
and soul retrieval. | suggest,
however, that you balance
these starry-eyed quests with
more down-to-earth spiritual
° actions. For instance, you

might make amends to the
person you have treated most
unfairly in your life.

CORRECTIONS

forthright leadership.

Weekly horoscopes
provided courtesy of:

why they're good for you. .
| fear that you aren't making

What if | suggested that you
can, beyond any doubt, make

THEEDT
Editor
in Chief Luis Molina

THEADSTAFF_

New

The American
Journal of
Psychiatry says that many
people suffer from delusions
of “imagined ugliness.” The

have one. Then gaze at these
packages meditatively for ten

Managing Editor Matthew Mais

ity for your decisions. Always
keep in mind that the planets
don't determine your fate but
analyzing their positions can
help you know when and how
to clarify your choices. For

time on their hands have calculated that William Shakespeare used 20,140 words
in his written works. More

;

them in a prominent place in
your home; on your altar if you

Copy Chief James Egan

to avoid

Researchers with too much

| *

paper, ribbons, and bows. Place

|

to give unpredictable gifts to

I'm not saying you're de-

Wrap two empty boxes in festive

comfort-

that opened,

contained
vintage
cards and a game.
the best way to align
with cosmic law right

During the coming weeks, the
time will be ripe to go one way
or the other.

mas at the core of your per-

ably in the midst of profound

One

dream with all your ingenuity
or would you go looking for
an easier assignment that provided you with more security?

this will give you the freedom

seat,

chairs.

fusion before you succeed?
Would you rearrange your priorities in order to pursue that

chic barriers that are preventing
the fuliness
of the blessings
from reaching
you. Here'san

yourself sufficiently available.
The cosmos is in an increasingly generous mood towards
you, but you've erected psy-

freewillastrology.com
|
~
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to 1:30 a.m.). there will be problems regarding security (locked doors) and access. And

what about all the lights left on at night since
we won't be turning them off at noon? The
energy losses probably exceed the savings
of the elimination of our shift differential.
| believe we now have a good manager
of Custodial Services, and yet this goes to
show you how the pressure from upper man-

cut, cut, cut is having its influthe Humboldt spirit? No! It's disshould not be defended by the
anyone else.

Sincerely,
George Green
HSU Custodian
California State Employees Association

Don’t question parteciCato
to HSU
c:
’ dedi
After reading your lead ar-

have to also teach at College

misery

on Tuesof the Redwoods

ty. | am. one of the lucky ones

d a here every Friday when many
write in with
comptoelie
are not.
part-time lecturer's perspec- _ full-timers

contract that the article states

| have
cause they don't spend as at other times.
the past
and plenty of studeInnts!
much time on campus
been asrs,
| have
cannot dedicate themselves few yea

fodder).
et’s
the budgcanon
We serve the mejority of inmany
man
coming freshin

cutbacks
e
on faculty
ticl

in

but !'m. who
felt days and Thursdays,
| ,
your August 7* edition

signed four or five or six sec-

full-time to HSU.”

secured

General

:

:

$5

:

han

taken of The Metro and
»
a three-year: | 110

Education classes,

ulty lot is

ty parking
he end
_ to find my
turers like myself have been
the day because. it is one
the lot. Yes, it here a long, long time; findthe few

Dear Editor,
| have a couple of questions regarding your music
store review in your last issue (Where To Buy Music In
Arcata, Vol. 83, No. 17).
When | wrote for The
jack (1992-95), our

—
=.JamesFloss
Communication Department

the situation surrounding that

either
I've worked at The Metro
1996. I've been
May ofe
sinc

the manager ‘here ; for over

l full

agement to
ence.
Is all this
graceful and
President or

He

get cuts on campus. We had a total of nine
custodians given layoff notices. At Plant Opour number are now down to about
erations
30 while in the past we have had as many as
75 (custodians on staff). The fat was not cut
from our department, we have been made
emaciated. And this at a time when there are
still postings for administrative positions. It's
sad because those with layoff notices feel
like the working dead. Imagine as students
if you were told you were being expelled due
to financial considerations.
We custodians were also put on another
shift (3:30 a.m. to noon) for the sole purpose
of eliminating our modest monthly shift differ- _
ential check (about $120 net) - so we took a
pay cut. No other group or department had

The shift we are on now is a 180 degree
turn from what we worked before (5:00 p.m.

1v

me are chosen to bear the brunt of the bud-

on

2

Having said that, | wanted to inform you
and other HSU faculty and staff about the
plight of the custodians here at HSU. Paywise we are at the “bottom of the barrel,” yet

on us. Why us? Is it because we are as anonymous as dust balls?

gE825g22
i
3

our jobs would not exist without you.

tent that they should to mitigate the impact

ri

that students are our “bread and butter” and

ezE E82ae28

to deal

5

students and their parents who have

with increased tuition and fees. | myself am
an HSU graduate and have had to pay off
two student loans. | realize as a staff member

layoffs or pay cuts. The upper management
who issued the directive surely did not have
their pay cut. | realize the budget cuts are
done differentially, but it seems that no other
department is sharing the burden to the ex-

H

let me say that | have sympathy for

|
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- Budget woes go further than we know

;

:

people's opinect
other
resp

Genevieve Noggle
McKinleyville resident
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As if there was any doubt before, President Bush made it clear

as

SE

this past week that he has absolutely no shame.

Last week,
Colin Powell,
that the United
a new United

after meeting with
Bush announced
States would-seek
Nations resolution

that would create a multinational
peace-keeping force in post-war

Iraq. | imagine that behind closed
doors, French and German officials are still rolling on the ground
laughing at us.
When the Administration was
marching toward war in March,
Powell went
to ask for a
our invasion.
tually “~\

to the United Nations
resolution supporting
It wasn't as if they acif the world (or their

ee

maintain our current troop levels in
Iraq without either vastly expanding our military or getting help from
the same allies we so arrogantly
brushed aside six months ago.

This is why France and Germany
are laughing. The mighty USA is
having to crawl back to the U.N.

and beg for help.
So on Sunday night, Bush ad- :
dressed the nation and the world.
What he should have done was
come right out and say that he hor-

ribly underestimated what it would
take to rebuild Iraq, and apologize

in no vague terms to the members

tse

be-

comes dead silent. Friday nights are
the nights when the rest of the world
goes out and gets drunk, as if it was

the cool thing to do.

Instead,

he

trotted out the old
freedom vs.
ter-

rorism

shtick.

He

correctly stated that

Iraq is now a focal
point of the war on
terror, and that it is

crucial that order be
restored.

“Everywhere that
freedom takes hold,” he declared,
“terror will retreat.” He failed to
mention that Iraq has become a
focal point as a direct result of the
chaos we have created in Iraq.

It was not so before. Contrary to
what the Administration would
have you believe, Saddam Hussein was not an ally of Islamic extremists.

The bottom line is that America
is in over its head with post-war
Iraq. Terrorist organizations know
this and are trying to take advantage of it while they can. It is in the
of the world to help
best interests
us rebuild iraq before the terrorists
become toa powerful. It’s just that
Bush will. never admit it's his fault
that the world is in this situation to

beg Fraser is the Photo Editor
and would kick my ass if | let everyone know how he has @ very

private talioo of President Bush

Pam
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aR or

SP one

iarge

portion

of HSU

students do travel away from their
homes to study here. Perhaps they
feel the need to celebrate their freedom from people telling them “alcohol

is bad....very bad.”
Or perhaps it is a way to escape
from the stresses of their studies. They
would much rather spend their time in

up bringing where small alcoholic bev-

a bathroom puking them out instead.

erages

were

consumed

out

on

the

porch before dinner along with crackers and cheese.
| guess | also have very little interest in suddenly loosing perception of
where | am and what | am doing. | really have no desire to pass out or proceed in vomiting up every last bit of my

Or maybe it is because “everyone

else does”...since it is the cool thing
to do.
| mean even athletes are stereotyped as big drinkers. Somehow this
idea seems to me like an oxymoron,

or even just the sign of a moron. They

sort of negative effect on my health,

spend countless hours lifting weights,
eating health food, and practicing for
competition, and then they consume
countless bottles of something might
have natural ingredients but isn't exactly what | would consider a health
food, especially in such large quanti-

besides the fact that | really don’t find

ties.

| suppose it also has something to
do with the fact that.such an activity
seems to me like it would have some

expected Bush to do that. It's not
exactly in his character to admit even
the
slightest
mis-

el

| always wondered how such a disgusting and unhealthful habit became
the “cool” thing to do. But perhaps it
has something to do with my sheltered

But | don't think anyone really

Erik Fraser

er our plans? Of course not. It was
more like, “To hell with the U.N.
and the terrorist-aiding French.
We're gonna destroy that whole
country and there ain't a thing
you can do to stop us.” We even
tried to exorcise the French influence on our culture because they
dared to
. French fries became “Freedom fries” and Ameri-

littie home

amounts of alcohol
people consume is

France

of the U.N., specifically
and Germany.

Now Hear this!!!
by

we stop at that point and reconsid-

Perhaps the huge

night
favor-

stomach and intestines and everything
else connected to them.

take.

own people, for that matter) supported them. They were just trying
to be polite.
Many nations, most notably
France, Germany, and Russia, opposed military action in Iraq. Did

For me, Friday nights are prob-_
ably the most enjoyable
of the week. And it is my

“beer bellies” attractive.
“It is fun!” they tell me.
Yet somehow getting sicker than
| can possibly ever imagine doesn't

seem fun to me. And then there is the
hang over. | wonder...is it really worth
it? Now, | am not talking about having
an occasional drink or practicing responsible
drinking. |
am_ talking
about getting carried
away, to the
point where

Perhaps all these people might say
| need to loosen up and join along.
But to be honest | am perfectly happy
spending my nice quiet Friday evening
curling up with a mug of hot chocolate
while | watch my favorite movie.
But meanwhile, in the back of my
mind, | continue to hope that the person

they literally are carried away.

the

Last year
univer-

sity posted
flyers and

made
bees

Frisand

cups proclaiming that a large majority

of the school population really doesn't
consume as much alcohol as | might
have
rll
ese guessed.
And though it makes me feel better
that | am not the only one who thinks
that getting drunk sounds really dumb,
| stilt wonder about the study that was
conducted.
Does it really give an accurate portrayal
of the entire university
population?
But my main question to people who
enjoy such activities
is “why?”
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at the Kate Buchanan
Room

and Bar (Eureka
at AfroDisiaco Restaraunt

Starts at 8:30p.m. Open floor, or sign up in advance.

Phone: 445-5153. FREE

PREZIDENT BROWN

WILDERNESS PROTECTION CLUB

at Six Rivers Brewery

at the South Lounge

8 p.m. Limited seating. 21+ Tickets:$16 at the door. Prezident
Brown Website: www.jahmanipro.com

Meeting every Wednesday from Sp.m.-6p.m. to organize hiking and backpacking trips, and to discuss wilderness protec-

tion issues.

THURSSEPT11
BURNING SPEAR

MONSEPT15

at The Matee! Community Center, Redway
8 p.m. Check out Burning Spear as he stops in Humboldt on
his Freeman Tour. $24 in advance. On sale at “all the local
outlets.” Call 923-4599 for more information.

QUEER STUDENT UNION
at the Multicultural Center

TUESSEPT16

Meetings every Thursday at 7p.m. For more information,
email the club: qsu@humboldt.edu

FRISEPT12

OLGA KERN
at the Van Duzer Theatre

8p.m. Van Cliburn gold medal winning pianist.

THE CUTTERS

BASIC BICYCLE MAINTENANCE

at Mazotti's

With DJ “D,” DJ Patrick, and DJ State of Mind. Check out
Mazotti’s new stage, dance floor, and sound system at this

at Revolution Bicycle Repair

6:30 p.m.-9 p.m. This is a class that teaches bike maintenance

party. Doors open at 9 p.m. Show
first annual anniversary

book. Bring your bike and wear work
a repaires
and includ

starts at 1Op.m. All ages. FREE

clothes. HSU students $55, all others $57.

GUIDED TOUR OF CCAT

at CCAT (house #07)

1 p.m.-2 p.m. “Find out how you can conserve energy,

resources, and money in your home.” www.humboldt.edu/

SATSEPT13

KY HORROR PICTURE SHOW
- atROC
the Eureka Theatre

Midnight. Show up early. Dress up. No food, booze, or props.
Cost: $5.50: °

ULTIMATE FRISBEE
to the green

at The Events Field (next

house)

Starts at 2 p.m. Co-ed pick-up game. (Everyone invited.)
Bring cleats, and a white and a dark t-shirt. FREE

;
on

FARMER'S MARKET
the Arceta Plaza

Stock up on fresh, locally grown produce, meet new people,
and see different musicians perform each Saturday, AprilNovember, 9a.m.-ip.m.

by Holly Hansen
GOTANYPLANS? _~2™pled
Let us know at thejack@humboldt.edu
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NEWS FROM AROUND HUMBOLDT
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CAVEATEMPTOR

Before responding fo the adver- KENWOOD REMOTE CDYTAPE WILD GLAS
SIgift!
Groovy
sucuaias teiaealiegwditiattiis
Rare Collectibles! The Time
twice. Like new.
UsedFM.
sentor ging ecreditcardnumber AMI
over the phone, you may want to

$220. Wt. lifting set: Dumbbells

Oa
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HELPWANTED

ty of any offers advertised.

‘ees

eo

books, including textbooks, daily

Adobe, fast typer a plus. Call

NEON BEER SIGNI Giant 15’

from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Cash or

834-3236.

Cinco de Mayo banner! Posters!

mined ads
ei

N
TIN CAN MAILMAbuys

ee
ner

wonderful
benno books. Since 1972.

cs
yrs of
children 7-18
gymntoasti
age. Must be 18 yrs old and have

FACULTY/STUDENT.
Searching
for competent bridge

and/or experience
in upper level
gymnastics.
Call the Arcata

partner to join me this Friday

morning - Humboldt
Hill Grange
Tournament.
Call Mike (255-

Recreation
Division at 822-7091
for more information.
EOE/
Affirmative
Action Tite DX.

1622) or alert Nelson Hall East.

SERVICES
JADA COMMUNICATIONS.
Internet Service and Design.
Unlimited
Internet access $15/
month. Excellent
tech support and
and operated. www.jadacom.net.
(707) 822-8291.

TROMBONE STUDENTS:
One teacher
in this area has

EEP is actively
seeking a few
for the upcoming
final volunteers
Little Feat show on 9/24 at the
include
Eureka Theater. Positions
ushers, loaders, bounders, etc...
Call: 839-0425 today.
Interested?

bring me a coffee (splash

birds:
of cream, no sugar) and an apple
& G Sts,
of Sther
fritter. Corn

(One block N of Semoa Bivd.)
NCRI
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chat

Music! Clothes! Much, much more!
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eeeve:

¢

State
;

Amount Enclosed __
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Lame
Are you ready for a new
semester ?

ROSE

COLORED
GLASSES
a
WN
S

OPPORTUNITIES
RTS.
PRODUC
LIVINGVE
FORE
Need more money? Be your own
boss and set your own schedule.

We offer you an opportunityfor

Katz sydmusic@ sydmusic.com.

l
freedom.
your health and financia
Call for details — Arlene Wemer,

4-12 ben/wh/ $7.10/be. Teach
movement, exercise and

ee gysnonetics to childeon 7-18 yrs of |

: Boies18 yra.old
and have

‘

$13
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trade credit-your choice. Comer

service. Locally owned
customer
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$151 per year
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Subscribe me on up.

Bagels travel mug special. Depot

only. Expires 9/3003.
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845-9290
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8th, Arcata (behind
1020 eler
Trav

contact the local Better Business cast iron and curl bar and weights the Co-Op). Open Wed-Sat 12-Spm.
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